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Abstract 

The increasing number of people having access to computers and the Internet and the 

numerous services provided by the Internet - e.g., Internet banking, online shopping, 

eBay, email - emphasizes the need for computer security which is understandable to 

novice users. Whilst the technology underlying a firewall is effective, most users have 

no idea how to configure the software to suit their needs. 

This research focuses on personal firewalls because it is our belief and I will show 

that personal firewalls are more at risk than those of large corporations. Our 

hypothesis for this research is that many of the users who install personal firewalls 

lack the knowledge to properly configure them. We propose that the problem with a 

personal firewall is that most users do not have the correct conceptual models of 

interaction between computer, firewall, and security in order to configure these 

personal firewalls correctly. We aim to use information visualization 13] as a possible 

solution to the problem of novice users configuring their personal firewalls. 

This dissertation presents a new information visualization personal firewall, which 

was designed and developed using a combination of human computer interaction 

methodologies and techniques as well as information visualization 13] and the piccolo 

toolkit 19]. 

Once we had completed studies on existing personal firewalls and novice users' 

personal firewall knowledge, we brainstormed possible visualization solutions and 

built a high-level prototype. We then refined the prototype with conceptual model 

extraction and expert evaluations and developed the new information visualization 

personal firewall using piccolo toolkit, Microsoft visual studio. net and C#. We then 

tested the usability of the new information visualization personal firewall and it was 

shown that visualization does improve the usage of novice users to a certain degree 

but design choices can be detrimental to the improvement of usage. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1. Introduction 

Access to technology IS increasing III leaps and bounds. According to the world 

Internet usage and population statistics, global Internet usage growth for 2000 - 2007 

is 202.9% with substantial growth of 625.8%,490.1 % and 391.3% in Africa, Middle 

East and Latin America/Caribbean, respectively 1111. Consequently, increasing 

numbers of people are purchasing or acquiring access to computers hence increasing 

the number of people who have the opportunity of connecting to the Internet. 

The Internet provides users with many convenient and essential serVIces, e.g., 

banking, online shopping, auctions and email. Conversely, vital information can be 

compromised if users connect to the Internet without sufficient protection. Insufficient 

protection makes users, and the information on their computers, vulnerable to an array 

of attacks from hackers, crackers and spyware. 

"On the 29th of January 2003: 

PSINet Europe purposely built an unprotected server and connected it to the 

Internet to determine how quickly it would be compromised. Their findings 

were astonishing: 

The server was maliciously attacked 467 times in the first 24 hours. 

Most of the attacks originated in the US or Western Europe. 

After 3 weeks, a total of 626 attacks were detected against the server. 

On the 1 st of February 2003: 

An analysis of the Sapphire/Slammer SQL worm shows: 

This worm required roughly 10 minutes to spread worldwide making it by 

far the fastest worm to date. 

In the early stages Ithe number of compromised hostsl was doubling in size 

every 8.5 seconds. 
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At its peak, achieved approximately 3 minutes after it was released, Sapphire 

scanned the net at over 55 million IP addresses per second. 

It infected at least 75,000 victims and probably considerably more. 

On the 17th of January 2004: 

Processing between 50,000 and 60,000 new copies per hour, 

W32/Mydoom.A has exceeded the infamous SoBig.F virus in terms of 

copies intercepted, and the number continues to rise. 

Message Labs collected over 1.2 Million copies of W32/Mydoom.A. 

At its peak infection rate, about I in 12 emails on the Internet were 

MyDoom Viruses. [221 " 

The above statistics are the reason why firewall and security technology has become a 

top priority within businesses and homes across the globe. They show the damage that 

viruses and worms can cause and how susceptible an unprotected computer can be. 

However, the security of a computer is not only provided by anti-virus software alone. 

"Anti-virus software is designed to stop or eliminate viruses, and/or recover data 

affected by viruses" 110 I - meaning that the virus has already infected the computer 

and has already breached the security of the computer. The security of a computer is 

provided by a firewall, which should prevent the computer from becoming infected in 

the first place. This is why the focus of this thesis is on firewalls and not anti-virus 

software; firewalls provide the first line of defense. 

Firewalls have the sole purpose of protecting stand alone computers or computer 

networks from security threats all while still providing the computer user with access 

to the Internet and wide area networks [251. 

There are two types of firewalls: 

I. Hardware firewall - a computer that protects a larger computer network. This 

is found in large corporations or universities [271. In these corporations or 

universities, these firewalls provide protection of the internal corporate or 

university network from the external network e.g., the Internet. An example is 

an IP packet filtering firewall which monitors and examines every packet, 
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whether it is incoming or outgoing and it decides whether to allow or block the 

packet [30]. 

2. Software firewall - a program that runs on a computer that is used to protect a 

single computer or a small number of computers [27]. 

In this research, we will be focusing on the second type of system described above, 

also known as a Personal Firewall. It is our belief that users of Personal Firewalls are 

more at risk than large corporations, as individuals often lack the expertise to properly 

configure their own firewalls. The following section will provide a more detailed 

description of a Personal Firewall. 

1.1 What is a personal firewall? 

There are numerous definitions of a personal firewall. However, the following two 

definitions provide a concise meaning of a personal firewall: 

"Personal Firewalls are software products that act to safeguard an end user's 

computer on the Internet by monitoring attempts to access or probe his or her 

system" [2]. 

"A personal firewall (sometimes called a desktop firewall) is a software 

application used to protect a single Internet-connected computer from 

intruders" [21]. 

Based on the above definitions, it is safe to conclude that, In essence, a personal 

firewall is computer software that: 

I. at a functional level, monitors and restricts data to and from the computer. 

2. from the user perspective provides security against intruders, for computers 

connected to the Internet. 

1.2 Motivation 

"Juvenile Computer Hacker Cuts Off FAA Tower at regional airport -

First Federal charges brought against ajuvenile for computer crime" [20[. 
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"Computer Hacker Charged - 29 year old Matthew Schuster is accused of 

transmitting a program causing damage to a protected computer and 

intentionally accessing a protected computer without authorization" [ 16 [. 

"Brazilian hackers attack email bank accounts - Brazilian police arrest 53 

people suspected of stealing close to $30 million through Internet fraud" [281. 

"MyDoom (virus) continues to cause chaos - The outbreak caused by 

MyDoom.m caused the search engines either to intermittently fail, or return 

results far slower than usual" 1291. 

"Hacker cleans out bank accounts - Hundreds of thousands of rands stolen 

via Internet from Absa clients" [141. 

The above headlines highlight the need for the security provided by a personal 

firewall or firewalls in general. These computer crimes are of a serious nature. 

However, one has to ask the question, if a firewall is supposed to protect a computer 

from intruders and control the communications to and from a computer, then how do 

the intruders still manage to gain access to computers and cause major damage? 

The configuration of your personal firewall is the important factor that determines 

how secure your personal firewall is going to be 1321. Research has claimed that more 

than 90% of all computer security failures are probably caused by errors made during 

the configuration of the security mechanism [311. Our hypothesis is that many of the 

users who install personal firewalls lack the knowledge to properly configure them. 

We propose that the problem with a personal firewall is that most users do not have 

the correct conceptual models of interaction between computer, firewall and security 

in order to configure these personal firewalls correctly. 

The protection of a computer does not end with the installation and activation of a 

personal firewall; the computer is only protected once the personal firewall is 

correctly configured. The level of protection is entirely dependent on the effective 

configuration of the personal firewall. 

This research is therefore focused on the usage of personal firewalls by novice users 

(by novice, we mean someone who is proficient in using application software, but has 

no understanding of the underlying operating system and hardware). We investigate 
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whether novice users can configure their personal firewalls sufficiently and how they 

fare when presented with personal firewall information in a different, more visual, 

form. The following section aims at explaining a different approach to presenting 

personal firewall information such that novices could configure their personal 

firewalls. 

1.3 Aim 

The aim of this research is to use information visualization as a possible solution to 

the problem of novice users configuring their personal firewalls - information 

visualization can be used to make explicit the interactions between the firewall, 

operating system and application software. 

Information visualization is "the use of computer-supported, interactive, visual 

representations of abstract data to amplify cognition" [3, pp 7 - 81. The aim is to use 

visualizations of security information to build a familiar, or intuitive, metaphor that 

the novice users can interpret correctly. 

Metaphor 

Novice User 
-------~---------~ 

Personal Firewall Functionality 

Figure 1.1 - Novice user's usage of the metaphor leads to understanding of the 

Personal Firewall Functionality. 

A metaphor is defined as - "a figure of speech in which a word or phrase literally 

denoting one kind of object or idea is used in place of another to suggest a likeliness 

or analogy between them" [81. 

Developing the metaphor in this context, it has to be a visual representation as 

opposed to "a word or phrase" that "denotes one kind of object or idea". This visual 

representation has to be in place of textual firewall functionality information, thus 
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building an analogy between the visual representation and the functionality of a 

firewall. This visual representation will allow users to acquire an accurate 

understanding of what they are doing whilst configuring or using a firewall. (See Fig. 

1.1) 

Besides designing a visual metaphor, the user must interact with the visualization. 

Much work has been done in this area and one of the most reliable guidelines when 

developing visualizations is Ben Shneiderman' s Visual Information-Seeking Mantra: 

Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand (23). This mantra is regarded 

as a useful starting point when designing an interface and will be used to guide the 

creation of our visual metaphor [231. 

Should the novice users understand the metaphor, they can use the metaphor to 

understand the functionality of the personal firewall and can therefore configure the 

personal firewall to provide sufficient protection for the computer (see Figure 1.1). 

1.4 Methodologies and techniques 

The methods and techniques that will be used for this research are taken broadly from 

the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). They were chosen as they focus on 

discovering how users understand concepts in computing, rather than forcing the ideas 

of the technology (e.g. ports, protocols) onto the user. Specifically, we shall be using: 

1.4.1 Evaluation methodologies 

Conceptual Model Extraction 

Conceptual Model Extraction is a fairly new HCI method based on conceptual 

models. A conceptual model is a functional, behavioral and appearance 

representation of the proposed system based on a set of incorporated ideas and 

concepts that can be understood by users in the way it should be [19, pp 40). 

This method attempts to obtain information from the users' perception and 

interpretation of the proposed system, meaning the users set of incorporated 

ideas and concepts of the functions, behavior and appearance of the proposed 

system. 
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This method can provide two types of conceptual models. They are an initial 

conceptual model and a formative conceptual model [151. An initial 

conceptual model can demonstrate how the user perceives the proposed 

system for the first time. A formative conceptual model can demonstrate how 

the user perceives the proposed system after using it for a while. This 

method's strengths lie in the fact that it can provide people's understanding of 

the proposed system before and after they have used the system. It is not the 

preferred method when attempting to explore system exploration and learning 

[ 151· 

We expect qualitative data from this method, which is information from the 

users' perception and interpretation of the proposed system .. This qualitative 

data can be used to assist the design and development of the new personal 

firewall information visualization. 

Artifact Walkthrough 

Artifact Walkthrough is a structured observation technique, which is used in 

an exploration process involving the creation and use of artifacts [61. This 

technique can be used to gain insight into how users have used a particular 

piece of software. For example, in this research the artifact is the way in which 

the personal firewall was configured. The benefits of an artifact walkthrough 

are that it demonstrates the series of actions performed by a user when 

performing a task; in our case it will provide an insight into why users 

configured their firewall the way they did. 

We expect qualitative data from this method, which is insight into how users 

use their particular software packages. This qualitative data can also be used to 

assist the design and development of the new personal firewall information 

visualization. 

Task-Based Evaluation 

Task-Based evaluation is based on an evaluation technique known as usability 

testing or user testing. It involves the performance measurement of typical 

users on tasks that have been carefully prepared and based on tasks that would 
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be typical to the system being designed 1151. The task-based tests are done in a 

controlled environment, involving typical users that are asked to perform 

carefully prepared tasks 1151. The data collected from these tests are the task 

completion time, the number of errors made during the task completion time, 

and the path the user took to navigate through the system in order to complete 

the task 1151. This data is used to analyze the performance of the user when 

conducting a set of customization tasks using firewall software. 

We expect qualitative and quantitative data from this method. The quantitative 

data that could be yielded from this method is the success and failure rate of 

each task e.g. Task 1 had 9 people who successfully completed the task and I 

person who was unsuccessful. This data could assist us in determining whether 

each task was a success or not. This method also allows us to observe how 

usable the new personal firewall information visualization is based on the 

steps the user takes in attempting to successfully complete a task. 

1.4.2 Design techniques 

Paper Prototyping 

This design technique is used in the designing, testing and refinement of user 

interfaces [24, pp 3, pp 12]. Before and during the 1980s, Paper Prototyping 

was used by technology companies. It was in the early 1990s that it was 

regarded as a fringe technique and was used by a usability pioneers. In the mid 

1990s, IBM, Digital, Honeywell and Microsoft began experimenting with this 

design technique 124, pp 3, pp 12]. 

The benefits of using this technique are receiving user feedback at an early 

stage, helps provide rapid iterative development and using this technique 

requires no technical skills 124, pp 3, pp 12]. One weakness that could arise 

with paper prototyping is that you might miss a few user interface ideas. 

This technique should provide us with a paper prototype of what we expect the 

system to look like and what actions should occur when certain objects on the 

new personal firewall information visualization are clicked. A high-level 

prototype can be built based on this artifact. 
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1.5 Dissertation outline 

Chapter 1 establishes that this research involves personal firewalls, the motivation, 

aim and methodology used for this research. 

Chapter 2 provides information on existing personal firewalls and information 

visualization. 

Chapter 3 explains which methodologies were selected and why they were selected 

for this research. 

Chapter 4 explains and discusses experiments completed and experiment results. 

Chapter 5 presents the final evaluation of the new information visualization personal 

firewall and the results. 

Chapter 6 presents concluding remarks and recommendations for future work. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

2. Literature review 

2.1 Introduction 

This research begins by having a closer look at existing personal firewalls or Internet 

security packages and information visualization techniques. 

The aim of exploring existing personal firewalls is: to gam knowledge on what 

functionality is used in existing personal firewalls; how the interface of existing 

personal firewalls is structured; and how the security information is structured. The 

aim of exploring information visualization techniques is to gain insight into what kind 

of techniques have previously been used and which information visualization 

techniques are relevant to this research. 

2.2 Experiment 1: The study of existing personal firewalls or computer 

security systems 

Aim 

The aim of this study is to gam knowledge of the functionality, interface 

structure and how the security information is structured within existing personal 

firewalls. 

Description of the study 

This study will involve choosing a representative few, (about four or five,) 

existing personal firewall or computer security packages. These existing systems 

will be closely examined with respect to the above criteria, which are checking 

what functionality is available to the user; how the interfaces of these systems 

are structured with respect to visualization and the manner in which the security 

information is structured with respect to usage. 

Methodology 

The methodology will be inspection. This involves exammmg, assessmg or 

scrutinizing each existing system with respect to the above criteria and noting 

useful information that will possible satisfy the aim of this study. 
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Possible Outcome or Results of the study 

Possible outcomes or results that could be gained from this study will be a list of 

core functionality on offer by existing systems and insight into what, and how, 

existing systems structure their security information with respect to the 

interface. This list of functionality will be used in a future experiment to observe 

whether novice users would be familiar with the core functions and which of 

these functions are of importance to novice users. Information gained from 

examining interface structure can be used or modified in the future development 

of the new information visualization personal firewall design. 

2.3 Exploration of Existing Personal Firewalls 

Four of the more popular personal firewall or Internet security packages were chosen 

to be explored. They are as follows: 

• Panda Platinum Internet Security 

The Panda Company was established in Bilbao, Spain [ 18]. It is privately owned 

and in 1995 it became a market leader in Spain. It started expanding to the rest 

of the world in 1996 [18]. They do business with consumers and businesses in 

over 200 countries [ 18 [. 

• ZoneAlarm Pro 

Zone Alarm Pro is a product of a company called Check Point. Check Point is 

regarded as one of the most trusted internet security brands [4]. Check Points 

products can be found in global enterprises, small businesses and consumers' 

homes [4]. 

• Norton Internet Security 

Norton Internet Security is a product of a company called Symantec. In this 

research we will be investigating the 2003 version of Norton Internet Security. 

Symantec was established in 1982. On 23 rd June 1989 it became an IPO. 

Symantec can be found in more than 40 countries worldwide [26[. 

• Microsoft Windows Firewall (Service Pack 2) 

Microsoft Windows Firewall was released with Windows XP Service Pack 2 

(SP2) and as a consequence is automatically installed on almost every personal 

computer in the world. 
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P~nda Plat;nu m .- s n r~w~ II protoction fUixtio n~ lity i [xludcl [Ix folio" i ng: 

I'ro::rdm Access 

This function invo lv~ s the oc~~"ibilit}' of programs 10 Ihe nelwork i.e .. Ihc 

In tcrnc!. II also includes the add ilion ~ nd r~mo\'~1 of progr~m' . Th~ 

~cccssibili ty of a program is dcpcnden! on Ihe ,WIU, S~I!Lllg. "hidl is ";Iher 

~l l ow(Xl, deny c>r prom pti~sk , (s~~ Figurc 2.1) 

--""'~~," .. -
~ ~ru ,~ _', ..... "~"'r"K '~'H "' ''''",.. 
' . 
-.~"'-- "~ •• "~h l'. ,"',,~, """,. """,~, ,,.~ , . ., ."''-'''H .• ,~, " 

~ '-" '''' ' '''',x'~~· ... l ", 

'" I I "~,, : 

Figure 2.2 Acc~s' Seni ng' of the Automati<: f,r~" ~ I I prol~cllon S~I lings, 

Port and Prot<.l\'ol A",,~\S 

This function involv", rule, for ' p""ifying addresses, puns and prolOcol,. 

The'" ruin ille used by your compUl~r lo com,,"unicate with other comput~rs 

1181· l"'~ Figur~ 2.2) 

\' i~'" 1\ N work Actilily 

This fUIICli(ln provid~s Ih~ u"", Wilh ~ \- iew of which progr~m , haw inho und 

or outbound c1ln""nion ,. 
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" ~,, ~:...:~--"." .• ' 
,..... """' 

Figure 2,3 Panda Platinu", 1 nl~TlI<OI S~c uril} (8,05,0 1) 1181. 

2_1, 1.2 P('rsona 1 Fin'''-all Inl\'rfa('~ and Se('uritJ Information ~tru<'tUr\' 

Panda PlO1 illum's tlrewa ll pro tectiOll opT io n (see hgur~ 2,3) coll[ains possit>l~ 

asjX'Cls, in,oh'ing interface and seeurity informalion slruCl urc, which could 

hi nder lb" >",rsona l firewall co ,lfigura lioll prD<."Css for nmic~ usc,", 

In t~rl'a\'\' Structur~ 

Tll<Orc lS IKl qll1Ck indica tio n or overview of pmgram SlalUs i,~,. woclocr [he 

program IS al low~d or dellied and lb" inooullJ and ouloound lraffic of the 

computCf, 

"'e~, ,~ . 'e , ~ I " •• ,, * I '''~'' *' of LI * ~" . ... . " _,,," 
"," ~ln.; "''''' ~ ' """ , ~ ~,"" ,,* ,,<~, ... , "'~, 
""~",'" 
!!:J . -.o.c ~. "'LI.-", __ 

Figure 2.4 Automalic fire"all pwl<xtioll "' lli ng', 

~m tile u'~r 10 view program 'lam,. ! h~yha\'e to clid 011 the ,ellillg' li ll k j'>r 

fir~wall protec lioll, (""~ FIgure 2_3)_ ll"," cl id 011 a '~Hill g' buHoll, (>ee 

Figure 2.4), whic lllak ~, them 10 th~ a('tual t,rewall protectioll "~lI ill gS_ OllC~ 
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th~y have select~d ··S~tlings'·. ";er, are presentoo "'Llh a two tab ",elH', OIX: for 

i1CC~SS and the olher la""l ~d s~curil y. (.,~e Figure 2.2). US"" then h,,,,, to dic~ 

on ,lie programs w ilh acc~" 10 te., network "S~llings" hUllon. whi~h finally 

lead, to a li,t of program, that conwins rh" ,laiUS of "ach program accessing 

the networl:, (",e Figure 2.1l. rhe u"" I"" to inkracl with [hI"" different 

interface.' 10 ""c~_" program ,wtu" Ilk procoou,,, for '"-Iding or r""1O,ing 

programs i.' tile .,a"", ~s ahow tJ;,cau,;e the add and remo\,,, program hUlton, 

are sil LLa l.,.j on llk sarn" interface as the program status, This could p"'sihly he 

too many le",l, for a 11m ie'e !o na, i gal", 

There is no Lndication or overview for firewa ll Jraffic T he "'~r h~, to figure 

oUl that Ihis informalion is "c,-",sih'" by cild-i ng on rhc "Vicw ncrworX 

~c!i\'i!y" link for firewall pro!~l'lion. (see Fi~ure 2.3), This could also he a 

l)(}"ihl~ pmhl~m for the no\'ice u,",,,_ 

S~urit~' inf(l r mati(ln Structure 

hnponam informalion such a, the lisr of prograrns allowed or dcnkd acc~ss i, 

hidd~n tluee l e\'~ l, down, as in !h~ pre\'ious Lask. This informalion ,)~)uld 00 

easj~],!O ~c""ss from a novice user', per'l>e~tiv~ 

,~",.,~ ,~. 

"'._ ... . ",_, ~ctcr.~~ 'M~' 

~07'" '" 0 " " ,.. ,0, "',,",,, 
:::J ,~~...., . ,,' ..... 
0 ~'"' ..... , .,',-• ... ~,,''', ""'" 0 .",,",. ~ ,,-
l:I ~, .. '~, ('~ ' ''' • "~"o. ,~""' 

"'" '"'"' ," m "'" '"~". '" 
'" _ .-n, u. 

(,",'''''',--
, , 
,~ 

"" 

0. , , .. -

" ' " - ----" , -
, , 

~ -

Figure 2,) Vi~" ~~!work /\cri"ily I j 81, 

-, ' .... ~~ 

,-, 
, , , , , 

• 
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Aoothcr CHUSC for conccrn is thm Panda's s..;c urity information contain, 

le~hnical fir~wall krmilloiop' that fi""ice user> wOldJ p'J>sibly have a 

problem with lLnderstanding: ~ . g_. in Figur~ 2.5 words SUch as port, II' OOdress . 

protocol and th~ num\x:r> that represem rhe siz~ of the inbound and ()urtxllmd 

conn~di ()IlS C(1U ltl b" ,ery diffi~ull for a Ilo\ic-e l"~r to und~r't~r>:L 

2.3.2 Zon~Alarm Pro 

2.J.2.1 I'c .. ""nai Firewall F'uJldj"nalj(~' 

-.~ "n'~ "",'" "" 
" " -... ,""""" , 

--..... ",,,,,,, 
m"" ~ ,, ~, 

-,"""~ "~,,- ,,. 

,~ , .... ~ .... "'" 
-" T' ", •• , "',"" 

- - ~,,,,,.,,,, " ... 'C","'" ,_ 
~' r"""~ """Kk. ~_" 
~".,." hh"', ,, 
""~." .• ",j ',, •• ~,_ .. : "" 

,r,,,., •• , .... ""'~" 

I J: .... 
N • .- , .""" .... ,... .", •. _. "" " . " , " ..... ,'"",,-,,,-- -,. " •• , • ....,· ... __ " .. 1,_ 

&. '" 

Fi gllTc 2.6 ZoneAiarm Pro Fire" aJ I S~ l lings [41 _ 

Z",.,Alarm I'm-, lirewBll functionality inc hld es [~ follo\'Lng Ih r(;C ZOlies of 

sceuritv: 

I nternd Zone Sccurit.' 

The funclion of Ih is sccuritv zolle is to protcct yo ur oomp u t~r [rom ullknown 

computer , while on the [nter""t, (see rigure 2_6) 141. This fUllCtion JUvolvcs 

allow ing and b lo~king of protomls and port ' _ Thi, mne ha, thre~ leve ls , A 

High, l>ledium, Low levd_ wrn,re high is the recommended cho ice it clai ms 

Ihat at th,s lc>el tl", comp uter will bo.; hiJJ~n from hocl..~rs 141. 

Trusled Zone Scmri!) 
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The function of this security zone is to provide a level of protection while 

sharing resources on your computer with trusted computers, (see Figure 2.6) 

[4). This function involves allowing and blocking of protocols and ports. This 

zone also has three levels, that being High, Medium and Low, where medium 

is the recommended choice and it claims that your computer is visible by other 

computers and can share its resources [4). 

Blocked Zone Security 

The function of this zone is to block computers that are not trusted by your 

computer, (see Figure 2.6) [4). 

2.3.2.2 Personal Firewall Interface and Security Information structure 

ZoneAlarm Pro also has possible aspects, involving interface and security 

information structure, which could hinder the personal firewall configuration 

process for novice users. 

Interface Structure 

ZoneAlarm pro does have a simple overview of program status and Internet 

traffic. It uses an open padlock that signifies that the programs are allowed and 

a stop sign signifying that all Internet access will be blocked, See Figure 2.6. 

This could cause a few problems because the use of the open pad lock and a 

stop sign is inconsistent. The inconsistency could confuse novice users 

because they use two metaphors to signify the same action i.e. open padlock 

signifies the programs allowed access and stop sign signifying not allowed. To 

be consistent the open padlock should have been a green go sign. 

It does not have an option to add programs and display their status. This is in a 

separate option called program control, (see Figure 2.6). This could be a 

possible problem because users might expect to find this option within the 

firewall but then have to explore another option to find the 'add programs' 

option. 
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... , ... ,~~ l. 

u,. h ~., , ., o""~ ~~" Iov., '" .»0,_"" Z_ e"" 
~ .. "'=w .. '"'~, ,,,'''' . ,, .... ......ro . ... """'~" """ ...... , ..... _-".""--, 
, - ..... Oy .~,."'.,~ .. -- .~

",,",W """""" "'" (~ .... "., 
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~,~ ~,~,~ "'" " " ... ' 0 ",") 

""~ ,, , ~ ,~" ~ ~",,,,, 

~"'" 0 ... ...., ..... " c_ ' oro) 

A",~,"~ ~""' ~~""" 
~.,~ ~~ ,,,,.,... 

~" """ ''''''~~'
A_~~ " J ' '''' ''''' ,~_~ .. ) 
~,~ C,'..,..., U<O' "","," ~ ._ 0,..) 

rig-me 2.7 I nl~Tn;,1 lime Secour;! y Sell; ngs 141 

Sccurit~ Information Structure 

Once again the securily information contains v~ry technical rermioology Ill'll 

co uld be a problem for I",..i~c u S~r' to uIXl~manJ. (,"" Fi~LLre 2.71. 

2.3.3 ]\,orlon Intcnwt Sft:urily 

2.3.3. 1 P"rsonal Fire"llll Func( ionlllit~ 

l'orton IIllCrn{;[ Security's P~rSQI\al F;r~"all Furx:t;onalil\ include, Ihc 

Program Control 

I hi, flLnction has two ,ening', automatic progr~m control and m~nual 

~rugr"m c'<JnlroL ;\lLtomali~ pru~mm c'<Jmru]' , flLJJ<,:lion i, mnfiglLTing th~ 

~~~e" of Int~rrd programs lh~t are u",d for the IlrSl tim~. Thu, reducing 

tile num!J.e, of ~l ens r~c~iwd 126 1. "bnlLal program control', function i, 

mnfiguring Interne t a,'Cess for indi" idu"l prugr~m' 126 1, It alIm'" U'<e" to 

~dd. modify or remm'e a program and has ~ fe~lure callcd program <jea n 

" hich ~ I 1m, ., tile u "" to sc~n for ~ I I In!crnel-~n~blcd program;. 

Home l\{'("orking 

Thi, funct ion allo" , the user 10 idcruify compul~l, thdl ar~ gi wn ",,0;:» to 

and computer, II"'t ~re bl ock~d from l\)ur compu t~r 1261_lt has 1,, 0 mnc:<, 
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the tru,led LOne, which ~onl" i ", " 1i,1 of compul~T,' thaI ar~ al low~d 10 

"'x'es< It.., us~r', compUler, and tt.., reslriClcd mnc. w hie h conwins a I Lst of 

comput~TS that ar~ 1I0t allow~d to a~e"SS the uSoOr's ~ompllleL In "'Le h of 

lh. , . 1.On~s lhe u,er ('all O>dd or r~mO\·e trusled or rcmiClcd ~'0mputcrs 

from Ihe ir resp"cli\'~ li'IS 

Thi, funcl>on contain' 11-.0 genera l and trojall oors~ rules, The adjustmell1 

of lhese ru Ie.' are daimed to I", advan,:~d use] ,ettings trut majority of the 

u'"" ",II ruYe no n~~d to change 1261, 

2.='.='.2 P~f'>O tt al Fir~"ll11 l ttIUfac~ and Security Informalion >lfuclufC 

... - ." ... - '''''''~ 
,,~_.., ,,,,,_ ", .... ~'m " . , .... "", .~~" _ ._ '''" 
,,, .... ,,~ , .. · .... 0' .. _ . ' ,' _ " .,. ,." " " " 

"'-" ""'_,,< ""'~' "-'" ,-.v,. ,,",om ~~of,,~. ,,_ ... 
,"~' M ." ,,_"" __ .. M ",. 

u . . ... . " ..... ,-~,¥" 
, .......... "" '._ ,'~ .. ~"" .. ,,"""-_ ..... ~, CIo-kP"~_ ,,~ ~ ""', .w' .. ,," '""_, ,.,. _, x " " -' ..... , """'" • .....,. " ... " 
,_ •• to ,,,,,,,-,. '~Y"" 

Fi gur~ 2.S Nortoll Inl~rl>Ot Security: Program COJ1lrol 126 1. 

I\ortoll [Illernct Se~uril) 10", problems tim cou ld hilxi .. Ihe personJI 

fjrew~1I configuration P"x"~ss for ])(lvic" [lsers. ThcSoO problems aTc simi 1m 

10 the problem, deu;ribed in ll., "IXlVe two personal firewall s T hese 

Jllciudc: 

1\0 illdi<.;"rio ll of program Slatu, or Addingl\1odifying/Removi ng programs 

option, wl1ic h is Progr~m Contro l, {sec rigllr~ 2.S}. Program >latus h"" 10 

k found hy ~xp loration of I he configuration ""Hillg' . 
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I he u,e of high t~c-hnin,1 terminology that w uld be a pfOb l ~m for n(J\k~ 

users to understand _ 

2.JA ~licn>,ull \\'illdu", firc""U 

2.~.4. 1 Personal Fi ... 'wall Fn",·tionalit~· 

:...,,,. ,~ •.•. " _.e, .m~o""'" em""" """", ,', --- ~.-'~"--"""''- ~-.... ~ ",""" .. ,.,...,.. ,,,""",-,., ~"e ,_. "'-'=,-.,,,. 

;;;'~ 'H"' __ ': ", ............. . 
=On~ :"'_ 

... ~ "" 
OJ T • .-".~ :;'-" .. 

-""" "-oe' 

Figure 2.9 Wi nJows Firewall ~,,"-eptiOIc, Selling' 1 I 71 

M icrosoft Win{k:ms Fir~w~ 1I FUIIctionality indlLd~, tho" followin g' 

Program Cunlrol 

I'hi, fnllCtion ~Iklw' programs ~nd Pol'!< to he MkbllO a lis! of programs, (s-c~ 

Figur~ 2_<J )_ These progr~m, are tru,tcd or rcstr icted hy licking a chcckoo.\!O 

trust ~ program and not lic-king a l-hed,oo~ to restrict a program_ (see Fi gur~ 

2.9). Pon "Cl-ess for e~c h progr~Ill c~n al,o t>e "'t_ 

The,~ functions ~re aim~d a[ adv~nwd users, woo might want to set sp"cifoc 

function, ,uch a, Security loggi ng. which cr~atcs log f1l~s. l\~twor\" 

oonn~ction selling' and Int~r iX't Control \\~ss~ge Pro{Ocol (IMCP) se!ling:;, 
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2.3.4.2 Personal Firewall Interface and Security Information structure 

Windows firewall also exhibits the above mentioned hindrances of the 

personal firewall configuration process. 

Windows Firewall does, however, use the tab labeled "Exceptions" which is 

the same as "Program Control" in the above personal firewalls, (see Figure 

2.9). The use of Exceptions instead of Program Control could lead to a 

misunderstanding on the role of the Exceptions. For example, novice users 

could be looking for the list of trusted or blocked programs to check for a 

particular program's status but instead they have to explore the Exceptions tab 

window, (see Figure 2.9), to discover that this is the option they are looking 

for. 

2.4 Conclusion 

By examining these four personal firewalls we have gained knowledge on the 

core functionality of existing personal firewalls and how the interface and 

security information is structured. We have identified possible problems that 

could hinder the configuration process by novice users. Now, we can look at 

possible solutions in the form of information visualization. 

2.5 Information Visualization Origins and Exploration of Its Techniques 

2.5.1 Origins of Information Visualization 

Information Visualization is formulated from several communities 13, pp 7 -

81. The first community was data graphics, starting as early as 1786, with 

Playfair's work on abstract visual properties 13, pp 7 - 81. His work involved 

using lines and area to display data in a visual way 13, pp 7 - 81. The first IEEE 

Visualization Conference was held in 1990 and various communities 

participated such as the earth resource scientists that led the conference, 

physicists and computer scientists in supercomputing 13, pp 7 - 81. During this 

period the computer graphics and artificial intelligence communities were 

interested in the automatic design of visual presentations of data [3, pp 7 - 81. 

The user interface community followed next at the advent of a new generation 

of user interfaces caused by the progress made in graphics hardware [3, pp 7 -

81. 
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2.5.2 Information Visualization Techniques 

According to a research paper titled, The Eyes Have It: A Task by Data Type 

Taxonomy for Information Visualization written by Ben Schneiderman [23], 

there are seven tasks and seven data types in visualization. The seven tasks are 

Overview, Zoom, Filter, Details-on-demand, Relate, History and Extract [231. 

The seven data types are I-dimensional, 2-dimensional, 3-dimensional, 

Temporal, Multi-dimensional, Tree, Network [231. 

The information visualization technique used in our research involves the 

following four tasks: Overview first, Zoom and Filter, Details-on-demand and 

the following data type: Network [231. These four tasks are the components of 

the Visual Information Seeking Mantra and the one data type: , 

Overview: This is where you get an overview of the entire collection [23]. 

Zoom: This is where you zoom on the items of interest [23]. 

Filter: This is where you filter through the item of interests and filter out 

the uninteresting items [23]. 

Details-on-demand: This is where you get details-on-demand when you 

select an item or group [23]. 

Network: The data used in our research is the same as network data 

because its data that consists of items. However, these items cannot be 

suitably represented with a tree structure. Since we acknowledge the 

usefulness of having items linked to an arbitrary number of other items and 

a tree structure is not suitable to represent our research data, we have 

chosen Network data as our data type [23]. 

We will look at usmg network visualization to approach the problems of 

finding a way to represent personal firewall information in a way that can be 

understood and easily configured. Network visualization is the most 

appropriate as our problem requires looking at many-to-many data sets. This 

network visualization will involve the representation of the data used in our 

research data, which is network data. Our research data involves nodes and 

links. These nodes correspond to the objects and the links correspond to the 
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relationships between the objects [7]. Networks have two areas where one can 

ask interesting questions. The first area involves questions about the network 

structure and the second area involves questions about the statistics associated 

with the relationships. Node and link displays are the most common of the 

techniques for visualizing networks [7]. We will explore these node and link 

displays to solve our problem of representing our research network data in 

such a way that it is understandable and usable with respect to personal 

firewall configuration. We will explore the use of objects to represent the 

nodes and lines to represent the relationship between the nodes. The lines 

could be given colour to strengthen the relationship between the nodes. For 

visualizing a small sparse network that could contain tens to hundreds of 

nodes, node and link displays as the visualizing technique will be the most 

effective [7]. We believe that our research network data could be a small 

sparse network and therefore we will explore node and link displays in 

conjunction with the visual information seeking mantra to solve our research 

problem of building a metaphor to make the configuration of personal 

firewalls more usable and understandable. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

3. Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

The key to solving this research problem will be the building of the metaphor because 

the metaphor will assist the novice users in their interpretation and usage of the 

personal firewall (See Figure 1.1, Chapter 1). We will be using computer graphics to 

build the metaphor from the security information. 

3.2 Metaphor Development and Experiments 

The first step in developing the metaphor will be to explore existing personal firewalls 

and firewall security packages to discover what has previously been done with respect 

to personal firewall functionality, interface structure and security information 

structure. This will be followed by an experiment conducted with novices to discover 

the level of their personal firewall understanding. The results and conclusions from 

these two stages will allow us to determine which type of visualization is best suited 

for our metaphor. 

Once a decision has been made on the type of visualization for our metaphor, we will 

build different metaphors based on these ideas. We will extract beneficial ideas from 

the different metaphors and construct the final metaphor. An experiment will be 

conducted on the final metaphor to determine whether the visualization choices made 

for the metaphor are effective. Once the first cycle of this experiment is complete, we 

will make changes to the visualization and perform a cycle of system design. After 

this system design cycle, the metaphor will be finalized and the final implementation 

of the metaphor will be completed. 

After the metaphor has been completed we will conduct one final experiment to 

evaluate the usability of the new information visualization personal firewall. This 

evaluation will be used to decide whether our chosen metaphor was a viable approach 

to improving the usage of personal firewalls by novice users. 
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3.3 Experiments and Methodologies 

3.3.1 Experiment 2: The study of novice user's personal firewall or computer 

security system knowledge 

Aim 

The aim of this study is to gam insight into the level of the novIce users' 

personal firewall knowledge. We want to find out the level of novice users' 

understanding of the functionality and domain of personal firewall software. 

Description Of The Study 

This study will involve conducting Semi-Structured Interviews [13] with six 

novice users. The six individuals who possibly fit the criteria of a personal 

firewall novice user will be chosen based on a certain criteria. This criteria 

includes people who are novice computer users and do not have much security 

knowledge. They will also be selected regardless of their age, gender or race. 

The semi-structured approach has been selected because we would like to use a 

few "open-ended questions [ 13]" which could assist the aim of the experiment. 

The interviews will therefore take place in context. 

In order to deduce what the users know and do not know, our line of questioning 

will start out vaguely, e.g., "How often do you use the computer?" or "Are you 

worried about the security of your computer?", and will progress to more 

technical security questions, e.g., "What is a firewall?" or "What is antivirus 

software?" The questions will be structured in this way to observe the level of 

the user's firewall knowledge and to obverse where the user fails to answer the 

more technical security questions. 

The more technical security questions will be conducted usmg conceptual 

model extraction [19] (if they did not have a personal firewall installed on their 

computer) or artifact walkthrough [6] if they had a firewall installed. The 

conceptual model extraction will be conducted using screenshots of Panda 

Platinum Internet Security (8.05.01) [18], (see Figure 2.1). After performing the 

previous experiment, which was inspecting each chosen personal firewall 

package, we decided that Panda Platinum Internet Security (8.05.0 I) will be best 

suited for the line of questioning because of its control panel menu structure, 
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(see Figure 2.1). We can follow our approach of starting with vague questions 

and then progressing to more technical security questions. 

1 - Strongly Agree 

2 - Agree 

3 - Neutral (Neither Agree nor Disagree 
or You do not understand the 
function) 

4 - Disagree 

5 - Strongly Disagree 

Figure 3.1 Likert Rating Scale to be used in the questionnaire for this 

study. 

After the interview, the interviewee will be required to complete a short 

questionnaire. The questionnaire will be using a Likert rating scale, (see Figure 

3.1), where the interviewee will be asked to rate various statements from 1 to 5. 

After inspecting each personal firewall package in experiment 1, we noted that 

the menu structures of each package were more or less the same. There menus 

contain a number of main functions. However, these main functions differed 

across the packages and the reason for the questionnaire will be to deduce which 

functions the novice users perceive as main functions. These main functions will 

be on the "overview first [23]" interface of a personal firewall. 

Methodology 

The methodologies for this study will be conceptual model extraction or artifact 

walkthrough. 

Conceptual Model Extraction involves showing people an interface and 

obtaining their interpretations. This method will be used to observe the 

interviewees' understanding of personal firewall icons and interfaces. 
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Artifact Walkthrough is when you ask people how they will perform tasks or 

why they chose to perform a task in a particular way, e.g., asking the 

interviewee, "How did you perform a full scan of your computer?". This method 

will be used to observe the interviewee's usage of personal firewalls. 

Possible Outcome or Results Of The Study 

Possible outcomes or results of this study could be gaining information on the 

understanding and mental models of personal firewalls by novice users. This 

study will also provide some insight into how novice users use their personal 

firewalls. Another result will be gaining insight into how much the novice user 

knows, or does not know, about firewalls. Knowing what novice users know and 

do not know will assist by providing a starting point for the development of the 

new information visualization personal firewall. Information gained from 

interviewing and observing novice users will be used to choose the design and 

visualization for the new information visualization personal firewall. 

3.3.2 System Design: Brainstorming and paper prototyping 

Aim 

The aim of this experiment is to explore an array of visualization ideas and to 

develop a prototype for the metaphor. 

Description Of System Design 

This brainstorming session will involve USlllg the analysis and conclusions 

obtained from the previous two experiments. The results and information from 

the previous experiments will be used to explore various visualization ideas. A 

metaphor brainstorming session will be held with four or five interface, 

visualization and computing experts. This brainstorming session will involve 

whiteboard sketches of possible metaphors for the new personal firewall 

interface. These whiteboard sketches will be hand-drawn to form a paper 

prototype. 

Methodology 

The methodology that will be used in this system design session is user-centered 

design and the technique used is Paper Prototyping. User centered design is 

where the design is evaluated with the users or user data as the criteria or where 

the users are the source for generating design choices [12]. Paper prototyping is 
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a techniq ue that can be used to brainstorm, design, create, test and communicate 

user interfaces [24, pp 3, pp 121. 

Possible Outcome or Results Of System Design 

This brainstorming session outcome will result III a prototype of the new 

information visualization personal firewall design. This paper prototype can be 

used or modified in future experiments. 

3.3.3 Experiment 3: Conceptual model extraction and expert evaluation of the 

new information personal firewall prototype 

Aim 

The aim of this experiment is to refine the personal firewall metaphor by 

presenting the metaphor to potential users to discover whether the design 

decisions we chose were effecti ve. 

Description Of The Experiment 

This experiment will require a high-level prototype created using Microsoft 

PowerPoint. This prototype will be based on the paper-prototype which resulted 

from the metaphor brainstorming session during system design. The prototype 

will be presented to approximately fifteen volunteer interviewees. They will be 

interviewed about this prototype. The ideal interviewees for this experiment will 

be people who have had some sort of exposure to firewall technology but are 

still novices with respect to the usage of personal firewalls, meaning they do 

have an understanding of the problem domain. 

The interviewees will be required to complete a short questionnaire before the 

interview is conducted. This questionnaire is aimed at discovering and 

determining how much firewall usage experience the interviewee has and 

whether the interviewee is familiar with personal firewall concepts such as 

protocol and port. The interview will follow immediately after the completion of 

the questionnaire. 

The interviewee will then be presented with the high-level PowerPoint prototype 

and informed of a few points, such as which objects are interactive or clickable. 

Thereafter the interview questions will commence. 
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The next cycle will be an expert evaluation of the high-level PowerPoint 

prototype. This cycle will involve displaying the high-level prototype to four or 

five people with interface, visualization and socially aware computing 

experience. 

Methodology 

The methodologies for this experiment are conceptual model extraction and 

expert evaluation. Conceptual Model Extraction involves showing people 

pictures and obtaining their interpretations. In our case the pictures will refer to 

icons and interfaces. An expert evaluation involves the assessment of the 

proposed application done by a HCI or usability expert [51. 

Possible Outcome or Results Of The Study 

The outcomes of this study will be further information on the understandability 

and mental models of personal firewalls by novice users. We will obtain 

feedback on the effectiveness of our design choices by discovering whether the 

interviewees recognized what each icon represented and whether they thought 

the icon was a fair depiction of its function. This experiment will provide us 

with more information on the usage of personal firewalls by novice users 

through observing how the interviewees respond to usage questions and 

explanations on how they would perform certain tasks with a personal firewall. 

We will receive some suggestions from the interviewees with respect to our 

design choices. These suggestions will be investigated to see whether it is 

plausible to implement in our metaphor. All the results from this experiment will 

assist in the refinement of our metaphor before the coding of the final personal 

firewall metaphor takes place. 

3.3.4 Experiment 4: Task-Based evaluation of the new information visualization 

personal firewall 

Aim 

The aim of this experiment IS to evaluate the new information visualization 

personal firewall. 

Description Of The Study 

This experiment will involve the interviewee, an evaluator and the new 

information visualization personal firewall. A number of tasks will be prepared 

and the interviewee will be required to perform these tasks. The evaluator will 
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be watching the interviewees perform the tasks but will not interfere with the 

interviewees whilst they are performing the tasks. 

Methodology 

The methodology used in this experiment IS user observation and task 

completion. This involves setting up a number of tasks for the 

users/interviewees to perform. An example of a task might be, "Can you allow 

the SMTP port to be accessed from the MSN Messenger application?". The 

users will be observed while they attempt to complete the task. These 

observations and success or failure to complete the task will be documented and 

analyzed. 

Possible Outcome or Results Of The Study 

The combination of quantitative results (Likert rating scale results) and 

qualitative results (the comments of each performed task) will be an indication 

of how usable the new information visualization personal firewall is. 
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Chapter 4: Experiments, Results and Discussion 

4. Experiments, Result and Discussion 

4.1 Introduction 

In order to build the metaphor for this research, certain formative experiments have to 

be completed. The results from these experiments will guide and assist the 

construction of the metaphor. 

Each experiment discussed in this chapter consists of an aim, an explanation of how 

the experiment was carried out and the results gathered. After each experiment is 

described, a discussion on each experiment will follow. 

4.2 Summary Of The Experiment Structure 

The starting point for building the metaphor was to have a look at existing personal 

firewalls or computer security packages. Hence experiment one was a study of 

existing relevant software using inspection as the methodology. Experiment two was 

to gain a feel for the level of security knowledge of novice users. This study was in 

the form of a semi-structured interview [131 and the methodologies used were 

conceptual model extraction [191 and artifact walkthrough 161. 

The results from the previous two experiments can now be used in the next step, 

which is the system design. This system design session brainstormed various 

visualization options for the metaphor. These visualization options were guided by the 

results of the previous two experiments. The result of the system design session was 

to build a prototype of the metaphor based on the visualization option chosen. The 

methodology used for the prototype experiment was conceptual model extraction with 

the interviewees and expert evaluation and the technique used was paper prototyping 

1241. Expert evaluation in this experiment however makes use of HeI experts instead 

of end users. 

The prototype from system design, (see section 3.3.2), was used in the next 

experiment. This experiment was to test whether the design choices and visualization 

chosen was plausible. The methodology used in this experiment was a combination of 

conceptual model extraction [191 and expert evaluation 151. Once the prototype was 
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finalized, the visualization metaphor was coded III visual studio.net C# using the 

Piccolo Toolkit [91. 

The final experiment was an evaluation of the visualization metaphor. This 

experiment used task-based evaluation [151 as the methodology. This experiment was 

used to test the usability of the visualization metaphor. The results of the final 

experiment will be presented and discussed in the next chapter. 

4.3 Experiments and Results 

4.3.1 Experiment 1: The study of existing personal firewalls or computer security 

systems. 

Aim 

The aim of this study was to gain knowledge of the functionality, interface and 

security information structure of current firewall and security software. 

Experiment 

In this study, as described in section 3.3.1, four existing personal firewalls or 

computer security packages were chosen to be examined - see Chapter 2 for why 

these packages were selected. Each of the existing personal firewalls was 

examined with respect to what functionality is available to the user, how the 

interface is structured with respect to visualization and the manner in which the 

security information is structured with respect to usage. 

Examining the existing personal firewalls with respect to functionality allowed 

us to gain insight into what functionality was available in each package and the 

differences in functionality between the packages. It also allowed us to gain 

insight into which main functions were common to all the packages. Once we 

have an idea of what the common main functions are, we can decide which of 

those functions we wish to explore in our research. The purpose of examining 

the interface structure is to gain insight into which visualization techniques were 

used and to pick up on possible visualization trends within each of the packages. 

Examining security information structure with respect to usage was done to gain 

insight on whether the information was structured in a sensible manner e.g., if a 

user wants to access important functions but that particular function is hidden 
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away in the menu structure and it has to be discovered possibly by exploration 

of the package. 

Results 

Table 4.1: Panda Platinum Internet Security (version 8.05.01) 
Functionality 
Main Function Sub Function 

1. Status 1.1 Protection Level (Low, Medium, High) 

1.2 Self-diagnosis of automatic protection 

1.3 Program Status 

2. Full Scan 2.1 On-Demand Scans 

2.2 Scheduled Scans 

3. Automatic Protection 3.1 Antivirus protection 

3.2 Firewall protection 

3.3 Anti-spyware protection 

3.4 Anti-Dialer protection 

3.5 Anti-Spam protection 

3.6 Web content filtering 

4. Quarantine 4.1 Add file 

4.2 Quarantine Help 

5. Services 5.1 Services 

5.2 Anti virus resource service 
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Table 4.2: Zone Alarm Pro Functionality 
Main Function Sub Function 

1. Overview 1.1 Inbound Protection 

1.2 Outbound Protection 

1.3 Email Protection 

1.4 Antivirus Monitoring 

2. Firewall 2.1 Internet Zone Security 

2.2 Trusted Zone Security 

2.3 Blocked Zone Security 

3. Program Control 3.1 Program Control 

3.2 Alert Advisor 

3.3 Automatic Lock 

4. Antivirus Monitoring 4.1 Monitoring 

4.2 Status 

5. E-mail Protection 5.1 Inbound MailSafe Protection 

5.2 Outbound MailSafe Protection 

6. Privacy 6.1 Cookie Control 

6.2 Ad Blocking 

6.3 Mobile Code Control 

7. ID Lock 7.1 ID Lock: Identity Data Protection 

7.2 Status 

8. Alerts & Logs 8.1 Alert Events Shown 

8.2 Event Logging 

8.3 Program Logging 
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Table 4.3: Norton Internet Security 2003 Functionality 
Main Function Sub Function 

1. Personal Firewall 1.1 Custom Level 

1.2 Default Level 

2. Program Control 2.1 Automatic Program Control 

2.2 Manual Program Control 

3. Home Networking 3.1 Trusted Zone 

3.2 Restricted Zone 

4. Advanced 4.1 General Rules 

4.2 Trojan Horse Rules 

Table 4.4: Microsoft Windows Firewall (Service Pack 2) Functionality 
Sub Function 

1. General LIOn (recommended) 

1.2 Off (not recommended) 

2. Exceptions 2.1 Add Program 

2.2 Add Port 

2.3 Edit 

2.4 Delete 

3. Advanced 3.1 Network Connection Settings 

3.2 Security Logging 

3.3 ICMP 

3.4 Default Settings 

Table 4.1 - Table 4.4 display the functionality of the four existing personal 

firewalls or computer security packages. Table 4.5 displays the different types of 

visualizations found in the four existing personal firewalls or computer security 

packages. The different types of visualizations are categorized into four sections 

which are alerts (e.g., pop-up warnings), status (e.g., overview of the security 

activity of the computer), changing settings (e.g., how the settings options are 

displayed) and menu (e.g., how the menu is structured.) 
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According to our hypothesis that users who install personal firewall packages lack 

the knowledge to properly configure them, we have learnt that we should choose 

our feature set based on configuration - meaning our feature set would 

concentrate on the main functions that are involved with access. From the tables 

above we will have a closer look at automatic protection from Table 4.1, program 

control from Table 4.2, program control in Table 4.3 and exceptions in Table 4.4 

as a starting point for the selection of our feature set. 

Table 4.5: Different T~es of Visualization 
Panda Platinum Internet Security (version 8.05.01) 

Alerts Pop-up warnings ascending from the 

taskbar. 

Status Protection Level Scale (low, medium, 

high), Self diagnosis of automatic 

protection (checklist i.e. tick or! - not) 

and Program status checklist. 

Changing Settings Iconic Metaphor of the setting added to 

a bolded setting heading which has short 

description of the setting 

Menu Iconic Metaphors added to the menu 

option 

ZoneAlarm Pro 

Alerts Pop-up warnings ascending from the 

taskbar 

Status In and Out Internet Traffic, Programs 

accesslllg the Internet, 

Inbound/Outbound/Email! Protection & 

anti virus monitoring 

Changing Settings Frame View of Firewall, Program 

Control, Antivirus Monitoring, Email 

Protection, Privacy, 10 Lock and Alerts 

& Logs Settings 

Menu Side Frame Menu and Horizontal Menu 
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Tabs 

Norton Internet Security 2003 

Alerts Pop-up warnings boxes pop up on the 

screen 

Status Security, Personal Firewall, Intrusion 

Detection, Norton Antivirus, Privacy 

Control, Ad Blocking, Spam Alert 

Changing Settings Security, Personal Firewall, Intrusion 

Detection, Norton Antivirus, Privacy 

Control, Ad Blocking, Spam Alert 

Menu Status & Settings, Alerting Level, 

Statistics (Log of personal firewall and 

Recent Online Content Blocking) 

Microsoft Windows Firewall (Service Pack 2) 

Alerts Pop-up warnings that appear on the 

screen, that descends from the toolbar 

Status No Status Visualization to monitor the 

firewalling of the computer 

Changing Settings Tab windows for different settings -

general, exceptions & advanced settings 

Menu No Real Menu of important 

functionality 

Since the research is based on configuration, we have decided that we will have to 

concentrate on all four categories in Table 4.5, which are Alerts, Status, Changing 

Settings and Menu. We will attempt to implement these four categories. These 

four categories need to be displayed to the user during configuration in our 

visualization. 

Discussion 

The results of the study satisfy the aim of the experiment, which was to gain 

knowledge of the functionality, interface structure and how the security 

information is structured. Table 4.1 - Table 4.4 display the functionality and how 

the security information is structured. Table 4.5 displays certain aspects of the 
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interface with regards visualization. After this experiment we had an idea of what 

existing personal firewalls or computer security packages offer. The knowledge of 

what existing personal firewall offer provided us with a guideline and pointed out 

possible problem areas with respect to usability and understandability of personal 

firewall functionality and terminology. 

4.3.2 Experiment 2: The study of novice users' personal firewall or computer 

security system knowledge 

Aim 

The aim of this study was to gain insight into the level of the novice users' 

personal firewall knowledge. We want to find out what the novice users possibly 

know or possibly do not know. 

Experiment Walkthrough 

Semi-Structured interviews 1131 were conducted in this experiment. We chose 

six interviewees because it is similar to the three groups of four participants 

each, chosen in an initial user study of a game called Feeding Yoshi 111. Since 

our study is also an initial user study we have randomly selected a group of 

potential novice users. The six individuals were selected regardless of their age, 

race or gender. 

The interview began with a vague line of questioning, for examples, (see section 

3.3.1 Description of the study). The reason for starting with a vague line of 

questioning was because we did not want the interviewees to become withdrawn 

or unresponsive because they could not answer the more specific, technical 

security questions. Therefore we began with a vague line of questioning to ease 

the interviewees into the more specific, technical security questions. 

The more specific, technical security questions were conducted USIng two 

methodologies, which are conceptual model extraction 119) and artifact 

walkthrough - see section 1.4 16). Conceptual model extraction was used when 

the interviewee did not have a personal firewall installed or if the interviewee 

did not have a computer. Artifact walkthrough was used when the interviewee 

had a personal firewall installed on his or her computer. 
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The interview was followed by a short questionnaire. Each interviewee was 

required to complete the questionnaire. The questionnaire made use of a Likert 

rating scale, (see Figure 3.1). The aim of this questionnaire was to identify 

which functions could be considered as main functions on the main menu of a 

personal firewall. Hence the questionnaire asked the interviewee to rate from 1 -

5, I being strongly agree and 5 being strongly disagree (see Figure 3.1), which 

functions they would think should be main functions on a personal firewall's 

menu. This rating system gave us insight into which functions the interviewees 

saw as important functions. The data that we expected to receive was a number 

rating for each function which was converted into a percentage to provide a 

better view for analysis purposes. The completion of the questionnaire 

concluded the experiment. 

Results 

Summarized results and user comments for the Semi-Structure Interviews, (see 

APPENDIX C), for the questions: 

Question 1: 

5 of the 6 interviewees i.e., 83.33% used their computers everyday. One of the 

interviewees was not asked this question because the Semi-Structured Interview 

Questions were modified. This question was added because we felt that the 

responses to this question would provide us with a more information about the 

interviewees' computer usage. The same reasoning goes for question 2 and 3. 

Question 2: 

5 of the 6 interviewees i.e., 83.33% said "yes" they use Microsoft Office. One of 

the interviewees was not asked this question because the Semi-Structured 

Interview Questions were modified. 

Question 3: 

5 of the 6 interviewees i.e., 83.33% said "yes" they use E-mail. One of the 

interviewees was not asked this question because the Semi-Structured Interview 

Questions were modified. 

Question 4: 

The interviewees used their computers for games, musIC, pictures, movies, 

studies, research, faxes and making cards. 
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Question 5: 

5 of the 6 interviewees' computers i.e., 83.33% are connected to the Internet. 

of the 6 interviewees' computer i.e., 16.67% was not connected to the Internet. 

Question 6: 

The interviewees used the Internet for studies, research, seeking information, 

hobbies, job search, e-mail, "surfing" the Internet and Google. 

Question 7: 

3 of the 6 interviewees said "yes" they are worried about security on their 

computers. 

Comments included by these interviewees were: 

• 

• 

Interviewee 2: "Mainly worried about the corruption of files, by a virus 

for example, on the computer than the illegal access of files." 

Interviewees 3 and 6: "Worried about viruses." 

3 of the 6 interviewees said "no" they are not worried about security on their 

computers. 

Question 8: 

4 of the 6 interviewees did not have any software or package/s protecting their 

computers. The remaining two interviewees had software or package/s 

protecting their computers but they were not sure which package was installed. 

Packages that were mentioned here were Norton, Symantec, Error guard and e

virus. The term firewall did not come up in any of the interviews. Two 

interviewees had never heard of the term firewall, one claims to know what a 

firewall is, one has heard of firewalls and one was confused about hearing the 

term firewall. 

Summary for each interviewee for this question: 

• Interviewee 1: Unfamiliar with the term firewall and what the 

functionality of a firewall is but thought it had something to do with 

protecting your computer. 

• Interviewee 2: Does not seem to know exactly what a firewall is but 

thinks it is some sort of Internet protection. Acknowledges that just 

having Norton antivirus is insufficient protection for a computer. 

• Interviewee 3: Has never heard of a firewall and does not know what it 

is. 
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• Interviewee 4: May have heard of the term firewall. Thinks a firewall 

prevents something bad from getting access to the computer. 

• Interviewee 5: Claims to know what a firewall is. Thinks a firewall 

prevents people from accessing your computer. 

Interviewee 6: Has heard of firewalls. Thinks firewalls protect your computer 

against viruses over the Internet. 

Question 9: 

3 of the 6 interviewees knew exactly what a wizard was. Two interviewees 

required an explanation to realize that they actually do know what an installation 

wizard is; they were just unfamiliar with the term "wizard". One of the 

interviewees reads the information displayed by an installation wizard. The 

others just click next or look out for the terms of acceptance checkbox before 

clicking next until the installation is complete. 

Question 10: 

Only 1 of the 6 interviewees gave a correct explanation of what the status option 

does. This interviewee said that the status option gives you the status of your 

computer with respect to security. 4 of the 6 interviewees knew what an icon 

was. The other two interviewees made reference to pictures when asked if they 

know what an icon was. These two interviewees were somewhat unfamiliar with 

the term icon. 

Question 11: 

Half said "yes" and the other half said "no" to the scale being a useful indicator 

for the protection level of the computer. 

Question 12: 

All the interviewees except one understood the functionality of the full scan 

option. From the five interviewees who understood the full scan functionality, 

two of them mentioned scanning of hard drives only and two of them mentioned 

scanning the whole system and one mentioned neither. Half of the interviewees 

agreed that all the options are necessary w hen the user wants to do a full scan 

and the other half disagreed. One of the interviewees said that the necessity of 

these full scan options is entirely dependent on what the user wants or prefers to 

use. 
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Question 13: 

• Automatic Protection - All the interviewees did not know what the 

functionality of automatic protection is. 

• Antivirus Protection - All the interviewees knew what the functionality of 

antivirus protection is. 

• Firewall Protection - All the interviewees did not know what the 

functionality of firewall protection is. The interviewees knew that firewall 

protection had to do with the protection of the computer but did not know 

what or how it protects computers. 

• Anti-Spyware Protection - All the interviewees did not know what the 

functionality of anti-spyware protection is. 

• Anti-Dialer Protection - One interviewee knew what anti-dialer protection 

does and the other five did not know what the functionality of anti-dialer is. 

• Anti-Spam Protection - Two interviewees knew what anti-spam protection 

does and the other four did not know what the functionality of anti-spam is. 

• Web Content Filtering - Four interviewees knew what Web content 

filtering does and the other two did not know what the functionality of Web 

content filtering is. Some of the interviewees used a combination of what the 

words "Web Content Filtering" mean individually and the icon to deduce 

what the functionality of Web content filtering is. 

Question 14: 

One of the interviewees did not know what the functionality of quarantine is. 

Question 15: 

Only one of the interviewees did not trust that the firewall protects a computer 

properly. 

Question 16: 

Three interviewees believe that their machines are secure if there are no error 

messages or abnormal activity with respect to the security of the computer. One 

interviewee assumes that the computer is secure. Another interviewee believes 

that you will not know if the computer is secure unless something goes wrong. 

Interviewee no. 6 looks out for the security package icon on the taskbar to make 

sure that the computer is secure. 
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Question 17: 

• Pop ups . 

• Upgrades for new viruses without updating the security software . 

Table 4.6, (see APPENDIX A) is a summary of the responses to the short 

questionnaire; see Appendix A for the questionnaire results. 

Discussion 

This experiment assisted us to gauge the level of personal firewall knowledge by 

novice users. The key to this experiment was the question structure. The aim 

was to find out what the novice users knew and what they did not know. The 

aim was achieved by starting with vague questions and progressing to more 

technical questions. This approach assisted us to see where the novice user was 

able or unable to answer questions and thus gave us an indication of the level of 

their personal firewall knowledge. These results are important for the design of 

the metaphor because being able to gauge the level of knowledge of the target 

users will assist in the selection of the visualization for the metaphor. The 

questionnaire was aimed at discovering which functions the target users would 

choose as main functions. These are the functions that would be displayed on 

the "overview first [23 J" interface of a personal firewall. The results from the 

questionnaire show that all but one of the functions was selected as main 

functions (see Table 4.6, APPENDIX A). This result could prove that most of 

the functions are important or that the interviewees did not understand the 

functions so they chose most of them as main functions. 

4.3.3 System Design: Brainstorming and Paper Prototyping 

Aim 

The aim of this system design session was to explore a range of visualization 

ideas and to develop, using one of these ideas, a prototype for the metaphor. 

Experiment Walkthrough 

The results and information from the previous two experiments were 

summarized, analyzed and prepared for use in this system design session. The 

metaphor brainstorming session was held with the five interface, visualization 

and computing experts. During this session we managed to identify the key 
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problems the interface needs to address as well as the key set of functionality the 

interface should allow users to configure. Since our research is concentrated on 

configuration of personal firewalls and visualization, the key problems the 

interface needs to address are as follows: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

How to visually represent the applications and ports? 

How to visually represent the highly technical port names? 

How to represent the connection between the applications and ports? 

How to represent the configuration functionality - allow, deny or 

prompt? 

• How to visually represent an actual configuration of an application or 

port? 

The key set of functionality the interface should allow the user to configure is as 

follows: 

• 

• 

To view the access status of any application or port. 

To change allow, deny or prompt mode of any application or port. 

Internet 
Explorer 

Visual 
Studio.Net 

Skype 

MSN 
Messenger 

MS Word 

HTIP 

SMTP 

IMAP 

Figure 4.1 The first suggested visualization for the metaphor. 

Based on these key interface problems and key set of interface functionality, a 

suggestion for the metaphor was made, (see Figure 4.1). 
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visualization 

R~sults 

Tlx: reslLlt for !his ~.\p~riment is the ,ugg~,ted cMng~' for tile "islLaliLalion 

g~ther~d during the braimtmming ,~"ion witil tile eAfX'rls. rilcsc ehang~s are 

di'K'u,,,,d in the n~;,.t slLbsecl io n, 

Discussion 

l,w,,,, nplo", 

IITll' 

,MIl' 

T\tAP 

x , 

Figure 4.2 Agrc~d ,isual iLation cho';ce for the metaphor 
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The experts agreed that this is a satisfactory choice for the visualization of the 

metaphor. They did however suggest a few changes and posed a few new ideas. 

The first change that was suggested was to move the tick, cross and question 

mark buttons from in between the lines connecting the application and port, (see 

Figure 4.1), to below each application or port, (see Figure 4.2). This is a valid 

change because the buttons may signify a break in connection between the 

application and port. 

The second suggested change was to possibly use colour for the tick, cross and 

question mark buttons. Suggested colours were: the tick button to be green to 

signify allow; the cross button to be red to signify deny and orange to signify 

prompt mode. The expert users then posed a new idea. If possible, when an 

application or a port is selected the rest will grey out to signify deselection and 

could possibly go smaller or zoom out to give the effect that the deselected 

applications and ports move to the back when another application or port is 

selected. The next new idea was to make the line width increase or decrease. By 

doing this it will allow us to see the amount of traffic being generated between 

an application and port e.g., if the width of the line was extremely thick then it 

could signify that there is a problem or an attack on that connection. The next 

idea was the bracketed number next to each application or port label to signify 

how many connections that application or port had. The final suggestion was to 

give the user the option of allowing, denying or prompting all the applications or 

ports at once and allowing, denying or prompting applications or ports one by 

one. This was solved by the suggestion of adding smaller number labeled 

buttons on top of the bigger tick, cross and question mark buttons, (see figure 

4.2). These smaller number labeled buttons would give the user the option of 

singling out which applications or ports are in allow, deny or prompt mode and 

then allowing, denying or prompting these applications or ports one by one. The 

bigger tick, cross and question mark buttons were then used to allow, deny or 

prompt all the applications or ports. 
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Application Ctf POri 
\lame (4) 

Figure 4,3 An example Il<xk itlCluding comrol' n", tick, crm, ~l1d prompt bulton. 

~re u""d to repre,em an appliC'ation or port in tlJ<: new informa[ion vi'Llali7.~tion 

Figur~ 4.3. r~presents the stru~turc of a nodc and its control hlltlOns. In FiglJre 

4.3. the application. or port Ilo,.k. ~onsists of i»o parts, These (wo p~r(, ~re [he 

top h,,, ~nci (he bottom pand of bulton" The bottom p,md of button, collsists 01 

threc big hLlHon, ~nd three smaller bUlton, labeled with a number. 

Toc top bux consists of ~ label. "hich i, ~ name of either an applicmion or port, 

and a hraeke!ed nLlmber e.g., (4). Thi, hracke(ed number ha< two meaning< 

dq:>cnciing on "htther tOC wp box LS ~n ~pplicatioll or a port, If (he tlOde is an 

application, meaning tha( the top box i, labeled as iln application name, then the 

brad~ted number signifies the number of ports thc application ha' acc~ss (0, If 

the oode i< a pOrl. meaning that the top bo~ is labeled as a por! Ilame. thell thc 

bracketed numher signifies the Il1lmber of applications that ar~ occ~"ing that 

port 

Th~ oot!om paocl collsi,ts of six bl1(lOnS, three big bLlttons and three smaller 

numher lilb"l~d buttons, Tocse buttons arc the ~ontrols for the application or 

port it is aUached to. The tick bUlton ailows access !o all the appli~mions or 

ports COnJlocted to tl1.11 application or port oodc. Wr.en clicked the lick hUllOn 

changes colour from white to g"",n. The X button d~ni~, alTesS to all Ihe 

application, or port, comlec(ed to that applil-ation or port lxxk Whell did.cd 

the X bLluon l-hange, colour from white (0 red. 'I he 'peech bubbl~ ~ue'lion 

mark button plal-es an application or port oode in prompt n>..xle. When clicked 

II", sl:>.:edl bubble button chan""" colour trom "rute 10 olallge, Prompt mode is 
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when the computer prompts the user to ask whether they will allow or deny 

access to an application or port. 

The three smaller buttons with number labels allow the user to view which 

applicationls or portis are either in allowed, denied or prompt mode. This button 

will also allow the user to first display the access status and then change the 

access status of that specific application or port by clicking on the tick, X or 

speech bubble question mark button of the corresponding application or port. If 

one of these smaller buttons was clicked from an application node then the three 

big tick, cross and prompt buttons of the corresponding port nodels will appear. 

The user can then change the access status of the corresponding port nodels by 

clicking on one of the three big tick, cross or prompt buttons and vice versa, if 

one of these smaller buttons was clicked from a port node. These suggestions 

were noted as ideas and suggestions for the prototype and final implementation 

of the new information visualization personal firewall. 

4.3.4 Experiment 3: Conceptual model extraction and expert evaluation of the 

new information personal firewall prototype 

Aim 

The aim of this experiment was to refine the personal firewall metaphor by 

presenting the metaphor to people to discover whether the chosen design 

decisions were effective. 

Experiment Walkthrough 

The experiment consists of two sections. The first section is a questionnaire and 

the other section is conceptual model extraction using the Microsoft PowerPoint 

prototype. Fifteen people were recruited for the experiment. The majority of the 

interviewees were third year computer science students. The third year students 

were chosen because they had been briefly exposed to firewall technology as 

part of their course. We understand that these users are not representative of the 

target user group; they were chosen as we were specifically interested in 

evaluating how well the interface represented the underlying firewall concepts. 

If we had used subjects from the target user group at this point we would not 

know if any confusion arose from a poorly constructed interface or a conceptual 

misunderstanding. By using the third year students, at the end of this cycle we 
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will have removed the interface problems so that, when we test with the novice 

users, any problems reported will be with the metaphor's concept rather than its 

rendition. 

The questionnaire was set up to check whether the third year students do have 

an understanding of firewall technology or not. The questions were set up in 

such a way that from the responses one could determine: whether or not the 

interviewee has used a firewall before; has a firewall installed on their 

computers; how often they use a firewall; whether they understand some 

terminology such as protocol and port, and whether or not they understand the 

concept of a firewall. 

Results 

1. Summary of the questionnaire responses by the interviewees: 

Question 1: Have you used a firewall before? 

8 of the 15 interviewees claim to have used a firewall before. The remaining 7 

interviewees have not used a firewall. 

Question 2: Do you have a firewall installed on your computer? 

7 of the interviewees have a firewall installed - the remaining 8 have no firewall 

installed. 

Question 3: How often do you use your firewall? 

7 of the interviewees use their firewalls: 1 always, 1 almost always and 5 

rarely/not too often. 3 interviewees responded with N/A and 4 interviewees do 

not use their firewalls. 

Question 4: Do you know what a protocol is? If Yes, Specify. 

(Definition of protocol: A protocol is a set of technical rules about how 

information should be transmitted and received using computers.) 

Only 1 interviewee said "no". 14 interviewees said "yes" and 10 of the 

interviewees definitions of protocol were more or less the same as the above 

definition. 4 of the definitions were incorrect. 

Question 5: Do you know what a port is? If Yes, Specify. 

13 interviewees said "yes" but the majority of them, based on their definition of 

a port, does not know or have a poor idea of what a port is. 2 thought that is a 

physical port on a computer. 2 said "no" and didn't know at all. 

Question 6: Do you understand the concept of a firewall? If Yes, Specify. 
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3 interviewees said "no" and 12 said "yes" - these explanations were more or 

less correct. Most of them understood that a firewall "protects", "prevents", 

"blocks" or "restricts" access. 

2. Summary of the responses by the interviewees to the questions of the conceptual 

model extraction: 

Question 1: What do you think the boxes on the left represent? 

6 of the interviewees recognized the boxes as applications. 2 interviewees said 

that they were browsers, 4 interviewees didn't have a clue, 1 interviewee said 

'Tools that a user will be logged onto .... ", I interviewee said "different 

software" and 1 interviewee said "different Internet programs." 

Question 2: What do you think the boxes on the right represent? 

7 of the interviewees recognized the boxes as protocols. 4 interviewees said that 

the boxes were servers and 4 interviewees didn't have a clue. 

Question 3: What do you think the bracketed number in each box e.g., (6) 

represents? 

4 of the interviewees understood and recognized that the number indicates the 

number of connections from that application or protocol. 11 interviewee's did 

not pick up that the number in the box is related to the number of lines and 

hence the number of connections from that application or protocol. A few 

interviewees only recognized the relation between the number and the lines after 

being asked if they think there is a connection between the number and the lines. 

Responses from the 11 interviewees who thought the number meant something 

else other than the number of lines or connections include: 

Level of complexity. 

Size. 

How many applications you can open e.g., (4) in the Internet Explorer 

box means you have 4 Internet Explorer browsers open. 

Category they could be placed into. 

Number of attacks on that application or protocol. 

Number represents strength. 

The number of options for each application or protocol. 

Applications of the same kind have the same number. 
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Question -I: What do you think the lines represent~ 

Only I imdvi~wee had no iJ~a what the line, ,ep,esellled. rhe rest of the 

illlerviewee, unde"tood the purpose of u,ing the line,. 

Qnestion 5: If lOU ,.allled to select an," of the boxes, 110,. " '(lUld lOU ~o 

about doing it? 

Ailihe inter\'iew~~s " tid thal they wOlild die'\; or righl dick r he majority of the 

interviewee, thought I was a,king them ,ome complex quc,tion They did not 

rel11ize th~ simp licity of the qll~st ioo and that made lhem he,ita te. 

Question 6: What do }'OU th ink ,.ould happen if ,\'00 dirke<l any box, I~ft or 

right? 

6 of the interviel'us I'~re ab le to correctly predict ,,1I.at was goiog to happeo 

"hell )"" did on any of lhe )x)xn, OttIG, interview""s e"p"ded lhings like: 

Pop ups. 

I)ocumentation. 

Bad.ground on Ihe lx)x~s, 

Li st of browsers when cI idi ng Internet E'plorer. 

QUl'S\ion 7: \\' hat do ) on think !!"w'\'\" . rt'pres~nts? 

<;I of lh~ 15 int~niewee, said lhal the icon represent, the Intemet. One 

inlere.sting response was it represents a weh hrow.ser ~mai ling 

Question~: \\'hal do you Ihink ~ represents? 

13 of the 15 interview~~.' said ! 11~t the icon represents email. 

Queslion 9: \\'ha( do you (hink Ihe tick represents? 

10 of lhe 15 in(eniewN~, identified the lick as "allows or aLLepts or aLtivates or 

enahles acee"." One interv iewee matel1cd the colour green to th~ tick, 2 

interviewees only r~LOgnized whal the lick was for after heing told tl1~t tl1ey 

"eN control,. in oth~r words hUIIOllS . 

Question 10: nhat do lOU think the erO" represents? 

12 of lhe 15 illler\iewee, identified the cross as "'doc.,n'! ~llow or docs n>( 

pmt<lCl or rejeLI or deoc(ivme or di,ahle aLLe.'.'.'· 

Question 11: \\' hat do lOU think the question mark rep...,scnt~~ 
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Only one interviewee identified that the question mark represents the user 

prompt feature which is to prompt the user to specify allow or deny. Most of the 

interviewees thought it represented a help function. 

Question 12: How would you allow, deny or ask any application/protocol? 

11 of the 15 interviewees knew how to allow or deny or both. A few of the 11 

interviewee's also said that when clicking the X to deny it will change to red, 

clicking the tick will change the colour to green. Most of them did not mention 

what would happen if you clicked the question mark. 

Discussion 

The main results from the questionnaire were that 12 of the 15 interviewee's i.e., 

80%, understood that a firewall "protects", "prevents", "blocks" or "restricts" 

access and 10 of the 15 interviewee's understood more or less what a protocol 

is. 

What could have affected this questionnaire was the fact that there is a 

difference between firewall and personal firewall. The questionnaire used the 

word firewall which could have been misinterpreted as the hardware firewall 

therefore the interviewees could have been answering the questions thinking that 

the firewall referred to is a hardware firewall and not a personal firewall. This 

could have had an effect on the results of the questionnaire. An interesting 

finding of the questionnaire was that two of the interviewees thought that the 

port was a physical port of the computer. 

The main result from the conceptual model extraction was that the boxes, lines, 

icons, tick and cross were recognized relatively well. The @ sign and the arrow 

from the @ sign to the computer sign, (see question 7 Table 4.9), of the http 

icon caused some confusion because it might have signified emailing as well. 

The box questions, (questions 1 and 2, Table 4.9), were difficult to ask because 

most of the interviewees did not understand what type of answer was expected 

of them. The questions for the boxes could have been rephrased to make the 

interviewee understand what type of response is expected of them. The question 

mark icon was totally misinterpreted. Most of the interviewees thought it was a 

help function and not a "prompt the user" function. This clearly exposed the fact 

that most of the interviewees did not know what prompt mode was. 
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Possible changes for the visualization are: the removal of the @ sign and arrow 

from the Internet icon, to clear up any confusion that the http icon may signify 

email; changing the question mark to another representation of prompt mode; 

and when a connection between an application and port is in deny status, change 

the line to a dotted red line to signify the break in connection. These are a few 

changes that will be made before final implementation. 
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Chapter 5: Evaluation of the new information personal 

firewall visualization 

5. Evaluation of the new information personal firewall visualization 

5.1 Introduction 

Since the metaphor was selected, it has been refined with a combination of conceptual 

model extraction [19] and expert evaluation [5 [ and then developed in Visual 

studio. Net C# using the Piccolo toolkit [9]. Piccolo is a 2D toolkit that allows you to 

create programs that require 2D structured graphics, particularly Zoomable User 

Interfaces (ZUIs) [9]. What is a ZUI? A ZUI is a new kind of interface that allows the 

use of a canvas to present information on a computer screen [9]. This is done by 

allowing the user to zoom in and focus on more detailed information, and allowing 

the user to zoom out thereby giving the user an overview of the information. Piccolo 

is built on a lower level graphics API and is available in three versions which are 

Piccolo Java, Piccolo. Net and PocketPiccolo.Net [91. The version used in this 

research was Piccolo. Net. The next step would be to test whether the design choices 

and ideas that were chosen and programmed for the metaphor were indeed 

implementable. We will use task-based evaluation to evaluate the usability of the 

implemented metaphor, (see methodologies section 1.4.1). 

Task-Based Evaluation involves the performance measurement of typical users on 

tasks that have been carefully prepared and based on tasks that would be typical to the 

system being designed [ IS]. 

5.2 Screenshots of the visualization and how it works 

The screenshots shown in the figures below are of the new information visualization 

personal firewall. The first screenshot displays the overview, which includes the 

application nodes on the left, the port nodes on the right and the lines which signify 

which applications are connected to which ports and vice versa. Three of the port 

node functionalities are signified by their respective iconic representations. 
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MSN Mo • ...,~ (4 ) 

MS WOl'tO (l) 

FiguTc 5,2 SCTe~nshot 2: Selccting the Intenl<:t Ellplorer nod~ by clicking tn.;, node 

itself. 

' I n.;, s~cond >eTee n,hot display, what would h:Jpl"'n if the lmernei Explorer 

app lication node WeT~ sekcted, (&ee Figure :,.2). When the Internet Explorer node i, 

clic~cd. the comTois or 00110Jll pall<:l of buttons app.:ars below th~ Internet E'ploT~T 

node. the pori node< as wdl '" the Im~rnct E"plorer [lOdc cnangc:; from white to dar~ 

gre} to 'ignify that it and it, oonnecting pon node, h~,'e been ",I~cted and the lines 

~olll1Ccling lh~ ll<Xks change colour to signify tne star". of tn..:: oonn~ction betwccn 

the Imemo.::t E,ploTcr [\Ode and its pon Mel, A lill<: colour of grccn, red or orang~ 

respectively means lnallhe connection is in access. deny or pmmptmode. The ""t of 

th~ rod~, thai have no connect ion to the Internel E'plorer l\Od~ fad~ to light grey. 
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MISCELLANEOIJSI6) 

", 

I'igure 5.3 Scre~nshot 3: Displaying lhe r>:m node, that hav~ an al", ess st~ I US [or th~ 

lnt~rrn.r L\plur~r application. 

I'he third ,cr~en,hOl display, "hal would hapP<'n if tIlt: . maller green burton w[rh the 

nlLmber .1 label were didcd. WI",n thi s , mall", button i. di d-;.OO. ir displays rlw thr~~ 

port node, that are all(med tiC,",,, [TOm the lnternd ~ .. \plor~r ~pplic~tion. The 

controL, for ca<-h pott nod~ appears 3l tk botlom of ea~h port node and the 

misc~llancotls port node fades to ligl1t grey - meaning tl13 t it do~s not have 31 10w 

aC("~s< from 1 111~met Explorer. T he mi«-dlanoou. port node does how~wr ha,~ ~ 

prompt acc~" slatu, which i, 'ignified by the nlLmber "1" labd in th~ smalkr orang..: 

button un Ilk: comrol. of Ill..: lm~r""t Explorer application node. (sc¢ rigur~ 5.3). 
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HTT P " ......... (5) 

'" 
MiSCEL~A N EOI.I S(61 

MS 1'10110 (2) 

Figur~ 5.4 Scr~~nshol 4 : Changing the stam, of the In'll' port IKXie to d~n} by 

cl i c~ i ng on the hig X of the HTTPporl node. 

The fo urth <eTeen,l);)t d isp lay' w hat would h~ppcn if th~ HTTP p .. )ri wa, deni~d 

acc~" hy dicking on the X button of lh~ control, for HTTP. (,"" Figur~ 5.3). Once 

thi, X hutton i, clicked the HlTP JXlrt and line changes to light gr~y, ' ignifying Ihm 

the status h'" cha ngffi. In Figur~ 5.4. tli<: small green bUllon's numtJ.:r change, 10 2 

and th~ sma] 1 red bunon chang~' from 0 lo I - this signifies th~ chang.: in 'tams of the 

H IT/' port connceti"" "ith InTernel F.~rlor~r from allo" to d""y 
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I.ISWORD (21 

Figure 5,5 Scroxnshm s: Ch~ng~ all pOrln<xks ' aeeell LO deny status by clic~ing on 

the hig X of the lnlernet E.,plorer nodc, 

The fifth ,creenst.;,t d isplays Ix)w one.:an deny all iXlfts at rhe same rime, ('e'!! Figure 

5,5), This is dOrle by elidil1g the X hUllnn of the IntcrncL E"plorer application nlxlc. 

Once this is done, the small greel1 button ehang~s to 0, the ,mall orangc blLLton 

changes 10 0 and the ,mall rcd bulton changes to 4 which ,igl1ifLe' that all pom are 

blocked from the In ternet Exp lo,-", applicaLion node. 

Can )'nu deny JIll~rnct cxplorcr', accc,s to HTTP port" Ol1e starts at the "owrview 

1231". in Figurc 5,1. lhen "womi ng alld liltering 1231" in ol1lnternet bplo,-",', iXlft 

connections by clic~ing on the Internet E~plnrer application lIOde. ('his will show 

Intcrnel c\plofGr's port ~'onl>cctio n ' alx\ lheir 'tatus, wl1ich i, the "deLai l,-on-demand 

1231". (See Figure 5.2), 'Jo chang~ the!-fITP port cOflne<:tion stanis from allow to 

dell)'. nne ha, 10 clidenn the ,mali grcGn bunon, "hich then ,ho" , the t hree pon's in 
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allow status and displays each ports control buttons, (see Figure 5.3). Clicking the X 

button of the HTTP port node will change the status to deny and the line will change 

colour to light grey to signify that the change has been made. Another way to see that 

the change has been made is to check the numbers on the small colour buttons, (see 

Figure 5.4). The numbers change from 3 allow, 0 deny and 1 prompt to 2 allow, 1 

deny and I prompt, see Internet explorer application node in figure 5.4. Once this has 

been done the task is successfully completed. 

5.3 Experiment 4: Task-Based evaluation of the new information personal 

firewall visualization 

Aim 

The aim of this experiment was to evaluate the new information visualization 

personal firewall. 

Experiment Walkthrough 

This experiment involved twenty voluntary subjects. Of this twenty, four were 

female and the rest male. The age interval ranges from 14 to 55 years, with the 

average age of 25 years. The experiment consisted of twelve questions that were 

reiterated from the cyclic conceptual model extraction experiment, (see Section 

4.3.4, Results: Responses to the conceptual model extraction questions), and the 

twelve tasks, (see APPENDIX B). 

The structure of these interviews was as follows: 

• Communication of the instructions. 

• Reiteration of the twelve cyclic conceptual model extraction questions 

about the new personal firewall and its elements. 

• Commencement and completion of the Task-Based evaluation tasks . 

The first step of this experiment was to provide the interviewee with instructions 

for the interview. These include instructions on the structure of the interview and a 

short explanation of certain aspects about the new information visualization 

personal firewall e.g., which elements of the new information visualization 

personal firewall were clickable and which elements were not clickable. The aim 

for providing the interviewee with instructions for the interview structure was to 
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give an idea of what is to be expected throughout the interview. The aim of 

providing a short explanation of certain aspects of the new information 

visualization personal firewall was to avoid spending time on explaining, for 

example, the click abilities of each element. 

The next step was to reiterate questions from experiment 3, which was conceptual 

model extraction, about the new personal firewall. This is done to check whether 

the interviewees are familiar with the elements and icons of the new information 

visualization personal firewall. If the interviewees were not familiar with the 

elements and icons, an explanation was provided where required. The reiteration 

was followed by the task-based questions. This is where the interviewee was 

asked to perform a task. The path of the interviewee's clicks for each task was 

recorded on paper. The task-based evaluation was completed once the success or 

failure of an interviewee's tasks was noted. 

For a task to be successfully completed, the interviewee had to satisfy the 

following requirements for each task: 

Task 1: 

How many ports (e.g., HTTP, SMTP) are connected to the application 

Explorer? 

This task did not require any clicking or exploration. It can have been answered 

by observing the bracketed numbered of the Internet Explorer application box that 

indicates that Internet Explorer is connected to four ports. 

Task 2: 

How many of the ports connected to Internet Explorer are: Allowed? 

Denied? Prompt? 

Similar to task 1, it can be answered by observing the number on the button of the 

tick, cross or prompt button. The answer was, the number of allowed ports is 3, 

the number of denied ports is 0 and the number of prompt ports is 1, the sum of 

which is eq ual to the 4 ports connected to Internet Explorer. This is indicated by 

the bracketed number. 
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Task 3: 

Can you allow the SMTP port to be accessed from MSN Messenger 

application? 

This task required the interviewee to click on the SMTP port node or the MSN 

Messenger application node. This would have allowed the interviewee to make the 

desired change to satisfy the task requirements. This task can be done in two 

ways. Firstly, the allowable access, where access status is allowed, denied or 

prompt, could have been changed from the port side and, secondly, the allowable 

access could have been changed from the application side. 

One the port side, the user clicks the SMTP port node, which activates the bottom 

panel, (see Figure 4.3). Once the bottom panel is visible, the user should observe 

the access status of each big tick, cross and prompt button, which is indicated by 

the number on the smaller button attached to the bigger tick, cross or prompt 

button, (see Figure 4.3). Clicking these smaller buttons, which are attached to the 

bigger coloured buttons, will display the access status for the applications 

connected to the SMTP port. The user has to observe the colour of the line 

connecting SMTP and MSN Messenger. This line colour will determine which 

small number labeled button the user will click to change the access status 

between SMTP and MSN Messenger. 

On the application side, the user clicks the MSN Messenger application node, 

which activates the bottom panel, (see Figure 4.3). The same procedure, as 

explained above, may be followed on the application side as well. 

Task 4: 

Can you show me which ports have allowed access to the application Internet 

Explorer? 

This task required the interviewee to click on the Internet Explorer application 

node, to show which ports the application has access to. The task can be done in 

two ways. Firstly, by clicking on Internet Explorer application node, thus 

activating the bottom panel of buttons, (see Figure 4.3). To display which ports 

have allow status the user has to click on the small number labeled button attached 

to the big green tick button. This will only display the ports that have an allow 

status with the application Internet Explorer. The other way the user could have 
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completed the task was to perform the same clicks as above but the clicks would 

have to be performed for every port node, which would display the allow ports to 

Internet Explorer one by one. 

Task 5: 

Can you show me which applications are denied access to the HTTP port? 

The task required the user to click on the HTTP port node, to show which 

applications are denied HTTP port access. 

The task can be done in two ways. These two ways are similar to those described 

in task 4 but the difference is that this task involves the HTTP port and the denied 

status not the allow status needs to be shown. 

Task 6: 

Can you show me which applications have prompt access to the IMAP port? 

The task can be done in two ways. These two ways are also similar to those 

described in task 4 but the difference is that this task involves the IMAP port and 

the prompt status not the allow status needs to be shown. 

Task 7: 

Can you deny Internet Explorer's access to the SMTP port? 

The task can be completed in two ways. Firstly, the denied access can be done 

from the application side or, secondly, on the port side. 

On the application side, the top box of the Internet Explorer application node 

needs to be clicked to activate the bottom panel of six buttons, (see Figure 4.3). 

The user will have to observe the colour of the line connecting the Internet 

Explorer application to the SMTP port. The colour of the line will determine 

which smaller number labeled button to click. If the line is green or orange, then 

the smaller number labeled button attached to the big tick allow button or the big 

orange prompt button must be clicked. This will show the access status of Internet 

Explorer to the SMTP port and it can then be changed by clicking on the big X 

button on the SMTP port. 

On the port side, the process is the same, which is clicking the top box of SMTP 

port node and vice versa for the rest of the process. 
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Task 8: 

Can you allow Visual Studio.Net access to the HTTP port? 

The task can be completed in two ways. These two ways are similar to those 

described in task 7 but the difference is that the task requires the user to allow 

access and it involves Visual.Studio.Net and HTTP port, not Internet Explorer and 

SMTP. 

Task 9: 

Can you set MS Words' access to SMTP to prompt access? 

The task can be completed in two ways. These two ways are similar to those 

described in task 7 but the difference is that the task requires the user to change 

the access to prompt mode and it invol ves MS Word and SMTP port, not Internet 

Explorer and SMTP. 

Task 10: 

Can you allow Skype to access all ports? 

The task can be done in two ways. Firstly, allowing Skype to have allowed access 

to all ports can be done with one click of the green tick button or, secondly, Skype 

can be allowed access to all ports by changing the access status of each port 

connected to Skype, one by one, to allow. 

Task 11: 

Can you deny HTTP to all its applications? 

The task can be done in two ways. These two ways are similar to those described 

in task 10 but the difference is the task requires the user to deny HTTP To all 

applications, not to allow Skype to all ports. 

Task 12: 

Can you set all the MISCELLANEOUS port connections to prompt access? 

The task can be done in two ways. These two ways are similar to those described 

in task 10 but the difference is the task req uires the user to change the access of 

the MISCELLANEOUS port to prompt mode, not to allow Skype to all ports. 

Results 

The results of the repeat of the cyclic conceptual model questions represented for 

each question in Appendix B and the results for tasks completed by the 

interviewee is summarized below. 
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Summary Of The Results ForThe Repeat Of 
The Conceptual Model Extraction Questions 

Various Areas Questioned 
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Discussion of the experiment, results, methodology and interesting findings 

1. Discussion of the reiteration of the conceptual model extraction questions 

and its results 

Reiterating the conceptual model extraction questions was a success because it 

provided us with valuable information with respect to what the interviewees 

were or were not familiar with. Areas of concern were the responses to the left 

and right boxes, bracketed number and speech bubble button questions, (see 

Figure 5.6). Nine interviewees did not know, or were unsure of, what the left 

boxes represented and an explanation had to be provided to those 

interviewees. Applications or Programs were the two common responses given 

by those interviewees who were correct. 75%, which is 15 interviewees, did 

not know what the right boxes represented. All of them had to be provided 

with an explanation of what a port is. A basic analogy of a brick wall was used 

to explain what a port and its functionality is. 

The basic brick wall analogy was explained as follows: 

The interviewees were asked to visualize a brick wall as the protection of 

their computer. The brick wall is their personal firewall, protecting 

everything on their computers from everything on the other side of the 

brick wall. 

The interviewees were then asked this question, "What would you need 

to do to the brick wall to allow access to your computer from the other 

side of the wall?" 

Most of the interviewees did not respond - then an explanation was given 

to them. They were told that a brick would need to be knocked out of the 

wall to create a hole with the functionality of allowing or denying access 

to the computer. We explained that the hole in the brick wall represents 

the port and the functionality of a hole is similar to the functionality of a 

port. 

It would seem that the majority of the interviewees now had some 

understanding of what a port and what the functionality of a port is. The few 

interviewees who thought they knew referred to the port as protocols. 
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In Figure 5.6, 12 of the interviewee's, i.e., 60%, did not know what the 

bracketed number represents, (see Figure 4.3). What was interesting was that 

all twelve interviewees only saw that the bracketed number signifying the 

number of connections between an application and a port or vice versa when 

they were asked "Do you think there is a link between the lines and the 

number?" Once this question was asked they recognized the link between the 

bracketed number and the number of connections to an application or port. 

In Figure 5.6, the chart shows that 95% of the interviewees did not know what 

the speech bubble button represented. About 6 of this 19 thought that the 

functionality of this button was for help because of the question mark. One 

interviewee even said that he was expecting a mouse roll over to assist him in 

answering these questions. The speech bubble button is to be used as prompt 

mode. Explanations of prompt mode was provided and in some cases this 

example was used: when you try to access a webpage, it requires ActiveX and 

when you select install ActiveX your personal firewall will prompt you with a 

pop-up box to ask the user to decide to allow or deny the installation of 

ActiveX. The result for this question is a clear indication that the selection of a 

speech bubble with a question mark as a visual representation of the 

functionality was insufficient. 

2. Discussion on the methodology with regards to the structure and 

significance of each task 

The next step of this evaluation experiment was, of course, the task based 

evaluation. The task-based evaluation consisted of twelve tasks, (see 

Appendix B). 

The first two tasks required very little clicking or exploration - observation 

was key to successfully completing these tasks. These two tasks were aimed at 

easing the interviewee into the task-based evaluation. The aim of the first task 

was to accomplish an understanding by the interviewees that the applications 

are connected to a number of ports and vice versa. The aim of the second task 

was to get the interviewees to acknowledge and understand the significance of 

the colour of the lines and more importantly the number on each small button 
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which was connected to a tick, X or prompt meaning allow, deny and either 

allow or deny respectively, (see Figure 4.3). This could have been 

accomplished by either observing the number of green, red or orange lines or 

by observing the number on the small button and relating it to the tick, cross or 

prompt icons or clicking the number labeled button to see the number of 

connections. The third task was asked at this stage because we wanted to see if 

the interviewees could perform the main task, which was to change an 

application or port's access status. 

The aim of the next three tasks was to accomplish an understanding by the 

interviewees that if you click the small button on either the tick, X or prompt 

button it would display the allowed, denied or prompt applications or ports as 

well as the bottom panel of buttons, (see Figure 4.3), of the corresponding 

application or port node. This bottom panel of buttons of the corresponding 

application or port should be an indication that the access statuses can be 

changed by clicking one of the buttons of the bottom panel of the 

corresponding application or port. Acknowledgment of the bottom panel of 

buttons of the corresponding application or port would lead the interviewee 

into the next three tasks. 

The next three tasks were aimed at observing whether the interviewees could 

change an application or port's access status. These three tasks were the main 

tasks of this task-based evaluation because the results of this ties into whether 

or not the design and visualization choices for the metaphor were plausible. 

The last three tasks were aimed at getting the interviewees to discover the 

functionality of the big tick, X and prompt buttons. 

3. Discussion on the results and interesting findings of the task based 

evaluation 

Of the twelve tasks to be attempted, Task 3, 7, 8 and 9, had an unsatisfactory 

success rate. Task number 3 had a 75% unsuccessful task completion rate, (see 

Figure 5.7). The unsuccessful task rate is a clear indication that the 

interviewees had not grasped enough information from the previous two tasks 

to successfully complete this task. An interesting outcome of this task was that 
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the majority of the interviewees clicked on the tick button, which changes the 

access status of ALL the ports or applications connected to that application or 

port to allow. The majority of the interviewees thought that by clicking the 

tick button it would only change the status of the one connection between the 

MSN Messenger application and the SMTP port. Therefore most of them 

failed to successfully complete this task. This however did expose the 

functionality of the tick button, which is that it changes all the connections to 

allow, to the interviewees. 

Task numbers 7, 8 and 9 had a 55%, 65% and 40% unsuccessful task 

completion rate respectively, (see Figure 5.7). The unsuccessful task rate is a 

clear indication that there must be a number of things that the interviewees 

misunderstood or were confused with. Reasons for this rate of failure 

compared to the other tasks could be the following: 

Interviewees did not seem to acknowledge the functionality of a button 

when they made a mistake. They did not remember that previously the 

tick button changed the access status of all the corresponding 

applications or ports. 

The bottom panel of buttons of the corresponding applications or ports 

was not seen by the interviewee when displaying the number of allowed, 

denied or prompt applications or ports during Tasks 4, 5 and 6. 

The confusion of having two buttons with different functionality on top 

of each other but the one button relates to the functionality of the other 

button. In this case, the small number labeled button relates to the 

functionality of big tick, X or speech bubble button. 

Interesting findings were as follows: 

When trying to do task three, one interviewee was in a loop whilst trying 

to change the access status of the Visual Studio. Net to HTTP connection 

to allow. The interviewee clicked the top box; (see Figure 4.3), of the 

Visual Studio.Net application to change the access status of the HTTP 

port but also remembers that clicking the tick button will change all the 
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ports to allow. Remembering this then made the interviewee click on the 

HTTP port and realized that the situation is the same from the port side. 

This raised the following question by the interviewee, after going around 

in a loop from Visual Studio. Net to HTTP, "If I click the tick it changes 

all of them, if I click in the small one it selects none of them because it's 

in deny, so I cant select it." This clearly indicates that the interviewee did 

not see that the change could be made from the bottom panel of buttons 

that appears on the corresponding HTTP node. It also indicates that the 

interviewee might not know that you have to select the connection 

between Visual Studio. Net and HTTP first and then change it. 

When attempting the last three tasks, some interviewees changed those 

access statuses one by one, using the technique that was suppose to be 

used in tasks 7,8 and 9, instead of just clicking on the tick, X or prompt 

buttons to change all the applications or ports. 

Some interviewees were overeager to explore so before, or in some cases 

during, a task they were already clicking on some of the objects of the 

new information visualization personal firewall. This exploration 

however did afford them the opportunity to discover what happens when 

clicking on various options. 

The majority of the interviewees learnt the functionality of the tick 

button by mistake. This is when they were attempting to do task three 

but by clicking the tick button they discovered that it changes all the 

ports to allow. What was interesting was that even though the 

interviewees had learnt this functionality this mistake was continued in 

tasks 7,8 and 9. 

5.4 Experiment 4 Conclusion 

This experiment allowed us to gauge the success of our design and visualization 

choices, as well as how usable the new information visualization personal firewall 

was. Based on the results, interesting findings and the discussion above we think that 

the high success rate of 8 of the 12 tasks and the fairly successful rate of the latter 4 

tasks counts well for the new information visualization personal firewall. There were 

a few areas that influenced the usability of the new information visualization personal 

firewall. These included that design choices made for the bottom panel of buttons 
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were not intuitive and somewhat confusing because it was shown that to allow, deny 

or prompt an application or port the interviewees chose to click on the bigger tick, 

deny or prompt buttons. There was also reliance on interviewees noticing certain 

things whilst attempting to perform a task - the interviewees did not notice that an 

application or port can be changed using the corresponding bottom panel of buttons of 

the application or port. Design solutions for these problems will be discussed in the 

next chapter. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and future work 

6. Conclusion and Future Work 

6.1 Conclusion 

There are a few questions that initiated the train of thought for this research. They are 

as follows, "If security software such as a personal firewall is installed to protect 

computers, why do these computers still get infected with viruses, worms and 

intrusion attacks by hackers, crackers etc.? Could the problem be that the person who 

installs the personal firewall lacks the knowledge and know how when configuring 

the personal firewall? Could it be that the terminology used on personal firewall 

software is not easily understandable by novice users? 

In Chapter 1, we proposed that the problem with a personal firewall is that most users 

do not have the correct conceptual models of interaction between computer, firewall, 

and security in order to configure these personal firewalls correctly. From this 

proposition, the research problem that we attempted to solve is to design and develop 

a new personal firewall interface that will intuitively develop the user's conceptual 

models of interaction between computer, firewall and security. We used information 

visualization to build a metaphor, which was to be the solution to this research 

problem. 

The research questions that were raised at the beginning of this research were as 

follows: 

• 

• 

Does the use of visualization improve the usage and adoption of modern 

network firewalls by novice users? 

Is visualization the answer to improving usage of firewalls by novice users? 

6.1.1 Research Question One Conclusion 

"Does the use of visualization improve the usage and adoption of modern 

network fire walls by novice users?" 

From a task success rate and iconic representation perspective the answer is "yes" to 

the success of the adoption of modern network firewalls by novice users. This is 
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proven by results of the cyclic conceptual model extraction experiment and the task

based evaluation. 

In the cyclic conceptual model extraction experiment the users understood the iconic 

representations, which are the http icon, email icons, tick, cross, lines, etc, (see 

Section 4.3.4, Results: Responses to the conceptual model extraction questions), with 

the exception of the prompt user icon. The prompt user icon was not recognised due 

to poor iconic design choices to represent prompt user mode. The question mark 

within a speech bubble was supposed to signify a question being asked to the users 

but the interviewees did not understand the significance of the speech bubble in the 

context of personal firewall technology. 

In the task-based evaluation, we would claim that the usability of these novice users' 

exhibit the signs of improved usage because 8 of the 12 tasks had a success rate of 

90% and above, (see Chapter 5, Figure 5.3). 

From a task success rate perspective in this particular research solution the result was 

less encouraging in terms of improving the usage of modern network firewalls by 

novice users. This is proven by the results of a few tasks of the task-based evaluation. 

In the task-based evaluation, tasks 3, 7, 8 and 9 had an unsuccessful task rate of 75%, 

55%,65% and 40% respectively. These tasks were usage tasks e.g., Task 7: Can you 

deny Internet Explorer's access to the SMTP port? For there to be a success for the 

usage of these tasks, they should display a similar high percentage level as the other 

tasks, which is 90% and above success rate but the success rates for tasks 3,7,8 and 9 

are 25%, 45%,35% and 60% respectively. 

The reason for the unsuccessful rate for tasks 3, 7, 8 and 9 is a poor design choice for 

the bottom panel of control buttons. The idea of having a smaller button placed on top 

of a bigger button and the fact that these buttons had two different functions was not a 

logical choice. This situation caused a reasonable amount of confusion for the 

interviewee's during the task-based evaluation experiment. Task 7 was denying 

Internet Explorer access to only the SMTP port. When the interviewee's attempted 

this task the most recurrent action was the interviewees denying all ports to Internet 
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Explorer by clicking the bigger X button which they thought would deny Internet 

Explorer access to only the SMTP port. The layout of the bottom panel of control 

buttons was not effective enough and detrimental to the usage of the new personal 

firewall information visualization by the interviewees and this is the reason for the 

unsuccessful rate of 75%. 

6.1.2 Research Question Two Conclusion 

"Is visualization the answer to improving usage of firewalls by novice users?" 

We believe that visualization can be the answer to improving usage of firewalls by 

novice users. However, in this research, the attempt at improving the usage was not 

convincing but we believe that with a few more design and test iterations, long term 

trial and testing of the visualization it is possible to increase the effectiveness of the 

visualization. 

6.2 Future Work 

6.2.1 Zoom Feature 

Feature Description 

A zoom feature can be added to the nodes. The zoom feature is when an 

application or port node is selected, this node, along with the nodes connected to 

it, will zoom forward and the unselected nodes will turn grey in colour, get 

smaller and zoom to the back, thus creating a selectionldeselection effect. 

Feature Benefits 

Benefits include allowing one to clearly see the selected node and its children 

connected to it because the other nodes get smaller, turn grey and zoom to the 

back and emphasizes the "Zoom and Filter 123)" part of the visual seeking 

mantra. 

6.2.2 Add or Remove, Application or Port Nodes 

Feature Description 

This feature will allow the user to add or remove nodes to either the application 

or port side of the visualization. 

Feature Benefits 

One benefit is that it allows one to add and remove ports on-the-fly. 
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6.2.3 Refinement of Icons and Tick, Cross and Prompt Control Buttons 

Feature Description 

The icons can be evaluated and refined to see how effective they are with 

respect to icon functionality. An alternate or completely new solution to the tick, 

cross and prompt buttons can be researched. 

Feature Benefits 

The refinement of the icons and the tick, cross and prompt buttons can improve 

the adoption of modern network firewalls by novice users. 

6.2.4 Visualization solution to the application or port list becoming extremely 

large in numbers 

Feature Description 

The visualization solution could involve hiding the application or port nodes 

under a group name via a drop list. This would mean that there would be more 

information to "zoom and filter 1231" while looking for an application or port 

and its connecting applications or ports. 

Feature Benefits 

The benefit of this is that the visualization will be able to cope with large 

numbers of applications and ports all running at once and all requiring to be 

visible on the visualization. 

6.2.5 Connect the new information visualization personal firewall to the back

end of a personal firewall and see if this functionality affects the 

visualization choices made 

Feature Description 

Connect the new information visualization personal firewall front end to the 

back-end of a personal firewall. This will allow us to see how the front end will 

behave when connected to a back-end. 

Feature Benefits 

A benefit is that new problems may present themselves as a result of connecting 

the front end to a back-end. These new problems may have an effect on the 

visualization. This effect may be negative, thus making the visualization more 

inefficient than when it was just a front end or the effect may be positive in that 
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the visualization will become more efficient as a result of being connected to a 

back-end of a personal firewall. 

6.2.6 Add this new information visualization personal firewall as an added view 

to personal firewalls. 

Feature Description 

This involves adding this new information visualization personal firewall to an 

existing package like Panda Platinum Internet Security, for example. 

Feature Benefits 

A benefit of doing this could be to observe how well it meshes into the structure 

of an existing personal firewall package and to observe how often users use it 

and what they use it for. 
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Appendix A 

Key for Table 4.6: 

Int. - Interviewee 

v P - Virus Protection 

S P - Spyware Protection 

ADP - Anti-Dialer Protection 

SmP - Spam Protection 

WCF - Web Content Filtering 

QS - Quarantine Services 

PC - Program Control 

Alert Ad - Alert Advisor 

Email - Email Protection 

MAC - Machine Access Control 

DNU - Do Not Understand. 

Table 4.6: Summarv of experiment 2 short questionnaire responses. 
VP SP ADP SmP WCF QS PC AlertAd 

Int. I I 2 4 4 2 3 3 
1 

Int. I I 2 2 4 I 3 3 
2 

Int. I I I 3 2 2 3DNU I 
3 

Int. I I 2 I 2 I 2 I 
4 

Int. I I I I I I 3 I 
5 

Int. I 1 1 1 I I 3 I 
6 

No. 6 6 3 3 2 4 0 4 
of 
1's 
No. 0 0 3 I 2 2 I 0 
of 
2's 
No. 0 0 0 I 0 0 5 2 
of 
3's 
No. 0 0 0 I 2 0 0 0 
of 
4's 
No. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
of 
5's 

Email MAC 
2 3 

I 3 

2 2 

I 2 

I I 

I I 

4 2 

2 2 

0 2 

0 0 

0 0 
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One can clearly see that the functions agreed on are: 

Virus Protection (V P) with six l's which is 100% agreement. 

Spyware Protection (S P) with six l's which is 100% agreement. 

Quarantine Services (Q S) with four l's and two 2's which IS 100% 

agreement. 

Email Protection (Email) with four I's and two 2's which IS 100% 

agreement. 

Anti-Dialer Protection (ADP) with three I 's and three 2's which is 100% 

agreement. 

Alert Advisor (Alert Ad) with four 1 's which is 66,67% agreement. 

Spam Protection (SmP) with three I's and one 2's which is 66.67% 

agreement. 

Web Content filtering with two l's and two 2's, which is 66.67% 

agreement. 

Machine Access Control with two l's and two 2's which IS 66.67% 

agreement. 

The only function that is not agreed on is: 

Program Control (PC) with one 2's i.e. 33.33% agreement. 
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Appendix R 

Experiment 3: Reiterated a few que~lions from lhe C)dic C<lnccpllla l modd 

exlmdion experimenl 

What do JOU thinlthe box~s on lhc kn reprG'~nl ? 

2. What do )O U Ih illk Ihe bo,~, onlhG right r~prG"'nl~ 

3 \Vhat do you think Tho;: hracl~led numocr ill "a~h bo.' e, g. {6) rGpr~sellls " 

..t, What do YD U Ihin\;. III<: linGS r~prcscnl? 

5 \Vhat do YOlL th,nk @ rcprc"'llts? 

W'jff'\f.I'. 

6, Whal do )'lll think re prcscms'! 

7 Wh~T do inu thin\;. would hap~n If IhG li~k """ d i~~~d~ 

8, \Vhal dO}'0lL I h i n ~ ''''lLld happen if lh~ cm« was ('Iided,! 

<) What do ,.OlL think wOll ld h ~pp"n i{thc question mark in a sp"""h blLbble wa, 

"I!~\;'<.:d? 

Ta~k~ to lJ<' performed: 

Ta~k 1: 

How mall) porlS {~,g., HI II', S\rl l') are connected to Ilk: appli"alion E'plorer" 

Task 2: 

How many' of lhe pori, l'''n ~''tffi to Inter net E\plor~r are: Allow<.:d? D:.:nicd? 

Prompt? 

Ta~k J: 

C~n JOU ~ ll ow thG S)'1TP pori 10 be """",,,ed from MSI\ r"l~."'ngcr ~pp li cat,on'? 

Task 4: 

Can 1"U sh"w m~ which ports haw allowed a~l'G,S 10 the appli,'ati,," Internet 

Explorer~ 

Task S: Can )"U 'oOW m~ w hi('h app li calion.' at\: d~n ied ac"css 10 the H I"J I' p'm'? 

Task (.: Can)-'lU SOOl< m~ w ru~h appiil"<Llion, ha\'e prompt access to lho;: lMA P POri? 

Task 7: Can you dClly' J nkrnci E"piore, ' s a~~~" to the sII-rrp port" 

Task 8: Can jDU ~Ilow Visual SllLdio,~"'el alTG" I" th" HTT Ppon" 

Task I,: Can yDU sci )'IS Words' access to S'I.1TP to prompl acc~ss',' 

Task 10: Can yO lL ail"w Skyp" to alTes.' ail pons" 

Task II: Can yD lL deny HTTPtoall ils applic~tions" 
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Task 12: Can you set all the MISCELLANEOUS port connections to prompt access? 

Appendix C 

Experiment 2's, Semi-Structured Interview Questions: 

I. How often do you use your computer? 

2. Do you use Microsoft Office e.g. Ms word, Excel, Powerpoint, Access? 

3. Do you use Email? 

4. What other things do you use your computer for? 

5. Is your computer connected to the Internet? 

6. Can you tell me what you use the Internet for? 

7. Are you worried about the security of your computer, whether it is on or off the 

Internet? 

8. 

8.1 Do you currently have any software or package/s protecting your computer? 

8.2 If firewall does not come up, have you heard of firewalls? 

8.3 What do you think a firewall is? 

8.4 If firewall does come up, what do you think a firewall is? 

9. 

9.1 Do you know what an installation wizard is? 

9.2 Do you trust that the wizard is setting up your security such that your computer is 

secure? 

9.3 Do you read the information the wizard is displaying or do you just click next to 

get the installation done? 

10. 

10.1 What do you think the status option does? 

10.2 Do you know what an icon is? 

10.3 Do you think the icon choice for status is good enough to represent status? 

11. 

11.1 Do you think the scale indicating the protection level of your computer is useful? 

11.2 Is there anything you like, dislike or want to comment on? 

12. 

12.1 What do you think the full scan option does? 

12.2 Do you think the icon for full scan is good enough to represent status? 
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12.3 Do you think all the options e.g., Scan local disk, Scan cd rom, Scan my 

documents is necessary? 

12.4 Is there anything you like, dislike or want to comment on? 

13. 

13.1 What do you think automatic protection does? 

13.2 What do you think antivirus protection does? 

13.3 Do you think the icon for anti virus protection is a good choice to represent 

antivirus protection? 

13.4 What do you think enabled means? 

13.5 What do you think firewall protection does? 

13.6 Do you think the icon for firewall protection IS a good choice to represent 

firewall protection? 

13.7 What do you think the view network activity option does? 

13.8 What do you think anti-spyware protection does? 

13.9 What do you think spyware is? 

13.10 Do you think the icon for anti-spyware protection is a good choice to represent 

anti-spyware protection? 

13.11 What do you think anti-dialer does? 

13.12 Do you think the icon for anti-dialer protection is a good choice to represent 

anti-dialer protection? 

13.13 What do you think anti-spam protection does? 

13.14 What do you think spyware is? 

13.15 Do you think the icon for anti-spam protection is a good choice to represent 

anti-spam protection? 

13.16 What do you think Web content filtering does? 

13.17 Do you think the icon for Web content filtering is a good choice to represent 

Web content filtering? 

13.18 Is there anything you like, dislike or want to comment on? 

14. 

14.1 What do you think quarantine does? 

14.2 Do you think the icon for quarantine is a good choice to represent quarantine? 

14.3 Is the anything you like, dislike or want to comment on? 

15. Do you trust that the firewall protecting your computer works properly? 
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16. How do you or would you know if your computer is secure, once you have 

installed the software? 

17. What sort of things do you think firewalls should control? 
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